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OCT 07 2009
CANYON COUNTY CLf!RK

T, ·CAAWrORC I OBPUiV

Attorneys for Plaintiff / Counterdefendant
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
Case No. CV 08-556-C
Plaintiff,
AFFIDAVIT OF CHRISTIAN R. PETRICH,
PH.D., P.E., P.G.

VS.

CITY OF CALDWELL,
Defendant.

..J

CITY OF CALDWELL,

c::(

z

---o

Counterclaimant,

(.!)

vs.

~

PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
Counterdefendant.
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Client:1381745.1

STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss.
)
County of Ada
Christian R. Petrich, having been duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as
follows:
1.

I am an engineer and geologist licensed by the state of Idaho. I am co-

founder of the engineering firm SPF Water Engineering, LLC. I have been retained as an expert
witness for Pioneer Irrigation District in this matter. A true and correct copy of my curriculum
vitae is already on file with this Court as Exhibit K to Pioneer's Expert Witness Disclosure of

July 10, 2009. I make this affidavit based upon personal knowledge.
2.

I have reviewed various historical documents and technical reports

regarding drainage and ground water issues within the Pioneer Irrigation District. A list of those
documents appears in my report that is attached as Exhibit L to Pioneer's Expert Witness
--

Disclosure of July 10, 2009, and to my rebuttal report attached to Pioneer Irrigation District's
Supplemental Rebuttal Expert Witness Disclosure of September 8, 2009. Based upon my review
of those documents and my knowledge ofthe hydrogeology of that area, it is my opinion that
rising ground water levels during and following irrigation development within the Pioneer
Irrigation District in the early 1900s rendered large areas of formerly irrigable land unsuitable for
crop production. The drainage system within Pioneer was constructed to lower shallow ground
water levels, collect irrigation return flows, and to provide water for beneficial use.
3.

The Idaho Department of Water Resources ("IDWR") maintains GIS

"shapefiles" which depict the boundaries of Pioneer's service area. According to SRBA Court
records, the Pioneer Irrigation District rights can be used to irrigate up to approximately 34,000
acres.
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Client:1381745.1

4.

IDWR also maintains GIS shapefiles depicting Pioneer's canals, laterals,

feeder canals, and drainage facilities. I obtained a copy of these shapefiles from IDWR
(although some of these data originated with the USBR) and SPF staff refined the polyline
shapefile by adding to, deleting from, and/or modifying the linework based on review and
interpretation of USGS 1:24,000-scale Quad maps, aerial imagery (multiple years, including but
not necessarily limited to 1939, 1994, 1987,2004, and 2006), a map of Pioneer Irrigation District
(revised and corrected to January 1957), and a document entitled "Canals/Ditches in Pioneer
Irrigation" depicting the starting and ending points for water conveyance facilities operated by
Pioneer. To the extent possible, feature names in the shapefile (e.g., canals, drains, laterals, etc.)
were made consistent with names listed in the "Canals/Ditches in Pioneer Irrigation" document
and the 1957 map of Pioneer Irrigation District. Figure 6 of my report depicts Pioneer's
boundaries and water conveyance facilities. Based upon this imagery, I estimate that Pioneer
operates approximately 74 miles of canals (consisting of the Phyllis, Highline, and Lowline
Canals), 80 miles of laterals, 90 miles of drains, and 5 miles of feeder canals. These aggregate
lengths reflect a reclassification of channel types from my earlier report (Exhibit L to Pioneer's
Expert Witness Disclosure of July 10, 2009).
5.

Attached hereto as Exhibits A and B are true and correct copies of aerial

photographs of Pioneer's general service area taken in 1939 and 2004, which I obtained from
IDWR.
6.

Attached hereto as Exhibit C is a true and correct copy of a document

titled "Canals/Ditches in Pioneer Irrigation," depicting the starting and ending points for water
conveyance facilities operated by Pioneer.
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7.

Attached hereto as Exhibits D and E are true and correct copies of the

1939 and 2004 aerial photographs referred to in Paragraph 5 above, with Pioneer's boundary,
most of the conveyance facilities described in Paragraph 4 and Exhibit C, and major streets
superimposed on the photographs. The major streets shown in these exhibits are a subset of
streets contained in a GIS shapefile that was downloaded from IDWR's on-line GIS data
website. The source and portrayal of surface water features in these maps was described above
in Paragraph 4.
Further your affiant sayeth naught.

cD~

. . . e.\kil___

Christian R. Petrich, Ph.D., P.E., P.G.
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this

?~ay of October, 2009.

NOTARyp~IDAao

Residing at
My Commission Expires
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this !l!!:-day of October, 2009, I caused a true
and correct copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF CHRISTIAN R. PETRICH, PH.D., P.E., P.G. to be
served by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:
Mark Hilty
HAMILTON MICHAELSON & HILTY LLP

1301 12th Avenue
P.O. Box 65
Nampa, ID 83653-0065
Fax: 467-3058

J. Fredrick Mack
Erik F. Stidham
HOLLAND & HART LLP

101 South Capitol Boulevard, Suite 1400
Post Office Box 2527
Boise,ID 83701-2527
Fax: 343-8869

(~ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

(X) Hand Delivered
{ ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile

AFFIDAVIT OF CHRISTIAN R. PETRICH, PH.D., P.E., P.G. - 5
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Client:138174S.1

EXHIBIT A
TO AFFIDAVIT OF CHRISTIAN R. PETRICH, PH.D., P.E., P.G.

2006

2007

EXHIBITB
TO AFFIDAVIT OF CHRISTIAN R. PETRICH, PH.D., P.E., P.G.

2008

2009

EXHIBIT C
TO AFFIDAVIT OF CHRISTIAN R. PETRICH, PH.D., P.E., P.G.

2010

Canals/Ditches in Pioneer Irrigation
Starting and ending locations are Section-Range-Township
Canal/Ditch Name
100 Lateral
10m Street Lateral
11.6 Lateral
13.3 Center Lateral
15.3 North Branch
15.6 South Branch
Stevens Lateral
Stevens West Lateral
Stone Lateral
College Lateral
200 Lateral
McCarthy Lateral
Lonkey Lateral
Fenton Lateral
Mesler Lateral
Mesler East Lateral
Douglas Lateral
Torbett Lateral
300 Lateral
Fisher Lateral
Pipe Gulch East
Pipe Gulch West
Sommers Lateral
400 Lateral
Railroad Lateral
5.17 Lateral
5.3 Lateral
5.5 Lateral
Lowline
500 Lateral
Jester 3.5
King Lateral
6.0 Lateral
6.6 Lateral
Kimball West
6 tn St. Lateral
7.0 Lateral
8.26 Lateral
9.8 Lateral
9.8 North Branch
9.8 South Branch
Frazier Lateral

Starting Location
28-4N-2W
34-4N-3W
14-3N-2W
9-3N-2W
8-3N-2W
8-3N-2W
20-3N-2W
18-3N-2W
19-3N-2W
35-4N-3W
29-4N-2W
19-3N-2W
11-3N-3W
14-3N-3W
10-3N-3W
10-3N-3W
33-4N-3W
33-4N-3W
At the section corner for
sections 30/29/32/31 - 4N-2W
31-4N-3W
22-4N-4W
22-4N-4W
19-4N-1W
31-4N-3W
6-3N-2W
30-4N-1W
30-4N-1W
30-4N-1W
12-3N-3W
31-4N-2W
34-4N-3W
33-4N-3W
31-4N-2W
31-4N-1W
33-4N-3W
22-3N-2W
31-4N-1W
6-3N-2W
12-3N-2W
11-3N-2W
11-3N-2W
3-3N-2W

2011

Ending Location
19-4N-2W
28-4N-3W
11-3N-2W
32-4N-2W
6-3N-2W
6-3N-2W
7-3N-2W
18-3N-2W
12-3N-3W
27-4N-3W
19-4N-2W
13-3N-3W
2-3N-3W
13-3N-3W
3-3N-3W
3-3N-3W
34-4N-3W
28-4N-3W
24-4N-3W
30-4N-3W
22-4N-4W
22-4N-4W
19-4N-1W
24-4N-3W
35-4N-3W
23-2N-2W
22-2N-2W
27-4N-2W
28-4N-3W
23-4N-3W
34-4N-3W
28-4N-3W
31-4N-2W
31-4N-1W
28-4N-3W
16-3N-2W
31-4N-1W
28-4N-2W
3-3N-2W
3-3N-2W
3-3N-2W
4-3N-2W

PID025567

Canal/Ditch Name
Garber Lateral
Highline
Phy-llis
Mason Creek Feeder
Shelp Lateral
Stockyard Lateral
Whittig Lateral
11 .5 Lateral
13.3 East Lateral
13.3 West Lateral
13.3 Lateral
15.0 Lateral
Hatfield Lateral
Stevens North Lateral
Stevens South Lateral
Stone Lateral
25.1 Lateral
Villanue Lateral
Groves (S.26) Lateral
Miller (8.26)
A Drain

Starting Location
4-3N-2W
19-4N-2W
24-4N-1W
33-4N-2W
36-4N-4W
36-4N-3W
36-4N-4W
11-3N-2W
15-3N-2W
9-3N-2W
22-3N-2W
21-3N-2W
21-3N-2W
19-3N-2W
18-3N-2W
19-3N-2W
14-3N-3W
8-3N-2W
33-4N-2W
34-4N-2W
25-4N-3W

B Drain
C Drain
Bardsley Gulch Drain
o Drain
E Drain
Shelp Drain
Dickins Drain
Corning Drain
Street Drain
Bruno Lateral
Peterson

34-4N-3W
33-4N-3W
33-4N-3W
32-4N-3W
31-4N-3W
25-4N-4W
25-4N-4W
26-4N-4W
26-4N-4W
16-3N-2W
11-3N-3W

Smiley Lateral
Wilde Lateral

31-4N-3W
20-3N-2W

Cowling
Hitchcock

33-4N-3W
2-4N-3W

Steelman

3-3N-3W

2012

Ending Location
3-3N-2W
1-3N-3W
27-4N-4W
29-4N-2W
25-4N-4W
36-4N-3W
25-4N-4W
11-3N-2W
32-4N-2W
31-4N-2W
16-3N-2W
1-3N-3W
20-3N-2W
1S-3N-2W
1S-3N-2W
12-3N-3W
34-4N-3W
5-3N-2W
2S-4N-2W
2S-4N-2W
Ends outside the district leaves PID at 23-4N-3W
34-4N-3W
2S-4N-3W
29-4N-3W
29-4N-3W
30-4N-3W
25-4N-4W
24-4N-4W
23-4N-4W
23-4N-4W
17-3N-2W
Ends on the line between
11-3N-3W and 2-3N-3W
30-4N-3W
Ends on the line between
20-3N-2W and 17-3N-2W
33-4N-3W
Ends at the line between 24N-3W and 29-4N-3W
34-4N-3W

PID025568
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Bradley J Williams, ISB No. 4019
Tara Martens; ISB No. 5773
Dylan B. Lawrence, ISB No. 7136
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CANYON COUNTY CLERK
T. CRAWFORD, DEPUTY

Attorneys for Plaintiff / Counterdefendant
Pioneer Irrigation District

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
Case No. CV 08-556-C
Plaintiff,
AFFIDAVIT OF JENNIFER STEVENS, PH.D.

vs.
CITY OF CALDWELL,
Defendant.

CITY OF CALDWELL,
Counterc1aimant,

-

-

vs.
PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
Counterdefendant.

AFFIDA VIT OF JENNIFER STEVENS, PH.D. - 1

2017

Client:1381734.1

(

STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss.
County of Ada
)
Jennifer Stevens, having been duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as
follows:
1.

I have been retained as an expert witness in this matter for Pioneer

Irrigation District. A true and correct copy of my curriculum vitae is already on file with this
Court, as Exhibit H to Pioneer's Expert Witness Disclosure of July 10,2009. I make this
affidavit based upon personal knowledge.
2.

Attached hereto as Exhibits A and B are true and correct copies of the

following articles from the Idaho Daily Statesman, which I obtained from the Newsbank service,
which I accessed through the Boise Public Library online database:

3.

a.

May 20, 1890, Bates Nos. JS007843-JS007844 (Exhibit A); and

b.

June 1, 1890, Bates No. JS007845 (Exhibit B).

Attached hereto as Exhibit C are true and correct copies of Pioneer Board

of Directors meeting minutes, dated May 15, 1900 (Bates No. JS004532); December 6, 1904
(Bates Nos. JS004848-JS004852); September 5, 1905 (Bates Nos. JS004894-JS004897); and
July 16, 1910 (Bates Nos. JS005167-JS005169). I initially reviewed these minutes in the board
minute books at Pioneer's business offices at 3804 S. Lake Ave, Caldwell, Idaho. Copies were
later provided for my review and records by Tiffiny Hudak of Moffatt Thomas.
4.

Attached hereto as Exhibit D is a true and correct copy of an article from

the Idaho Leader, dated March 3, 1900, Bates No. JS007637. I obtained this article from
microfilm at the Idaho State Historical Society offices, also known as the Idaho State Archives.

AFFIDAVIT OF JENNIFER STEVENS, PH.D. - 2
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Client: 1381734.1
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5.

tj

Attached hereto as Exhibit E is a true and correct copy of William M.

Green's, "Report of Drainage Operations in the Pioneer Irrigation District and the Nampa and
Meridian Irrigation District of the Boise Project," Dec. 1917, Bates Nos. JS000741-JS000758. I
obtained this document from the Rocky Mountain Branch of the u.s. National Archives, in
Denver, Colorado. The document was located in the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation files, known as
Record Group 115.
Further your affiant sayeth naught.

~h.~fOSUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this

~tky of October, 2009.

~c..-

{JQ.Plu...

N
RY PU
C FOR
..... IDAHO
Residing at --=-_~:...L..IciI::5'"""--_--.--=--=-_
My Commission Expires --,--,<-.;..L.J--.IO""-"-''''''''''-'-'
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this

~ay of October, 2009, I caused a true

and correct copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF JENNIFER STEVENS, PH.D. to be served by the
method indicated below, and addressed to the following:

06 U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

Mark Hilty
HAMILTON MICHAELSON

& HILTY LLP

( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile

1301 12th Avenue
P.O. Box 65
Nampa, ID 83653-0065
Fax: 467-3058

J. Fredrick Mack
Erik F. Stidham
HOLLAND & HART

LLP

101 South Capitol Boulevard, Suite 1400
Post Office Box 2527
Boise,ID 83701-2527
Fax: 343-8869
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2020

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
~ Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile

Client: 1381734.1
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Scott L. Campbell, ISB No. 2251
Bradley J Williams, ISB No. 4019
Tara Martens, ISB No. 5773
Dylan B. Lawrence, ISB No. 7136

A.k;J P 9M.

OCT 0 7 2009
CANYON COUNTY CLERK
T. CRAWFORD. OEPUTY

MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK &
FIELDS, CHARTERED

101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701-0829
Telephone (208) 345-2000
Facsimile (208) 385-5384
18946.0059
Attorneys for Plaintiff / Counterdefendant
Pioneer Irrigation District

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
Case No. CV 08-556-C
Plaintiff,
AFFIDAVIT OF MARK ZIRSCHKY IN
SUPPORT OF PIONEER IRRIGATION
DISTRICT'S RESPONSE TO CITY OF
CALDWELL'S THIRD MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

vs.
CITY OF CALDWELL,
Defendant.

-

CITY OF CALDWELL,
Counterclaimant,
vs.
PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
Counterdefendant.

AFFIDAVIT OF MARK ZIRSCHKY IN SUPPORT OF
PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT'S RESPONSE TO
CITY OF CALDWELL'S THIRD MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 1
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STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss.
)
County of Canyon
Mark Zirschky, having been duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as follows:
1.

I am the Assistant Superintendent for the Pioneer Irrigation District. As

the Assistant Superintendent, I am responsible for the coordination and supervision of districtwide operation and maintenance activities. I have been in this role since 2003. I began my
employment with Pioneer in 1992. During my tenure with Pioneer, I have both participated in
extensive operation and maintenance activities on water conveyance facilities owned and/or
operated by Pioneer throughout its service area, and have overseen and coordinated such
activities by other Pioneer employees. Based upon my tenure with Pioneer and the roles I have
filled during that tenure, I am knowledgeable about Pioneer's various irrigation delivery and
drainage facilities. I make this affidavit based upon my own personal knowledge.
2.

Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of a map of the

Pioneer Irrigation District from 1957. Pioneer keeps a copy of this map in its files at its business
offices at 3804 S. Lake Ave., Caldwell, Idaho. I and other Pioneer employees frequently consult
this map to identify the location of Pioneer facilities.
3.

I have reviewed the document "Canals/Ditches in Pioneer Irrigation," that

is attached as Exhibit B to the Affidavit of Counsel In Support Of Motion For Third Summary
Judgment, filed by the City of Caldwell on September 23,2009. I participated in the preparation
of that document. Based upon my experience with Pioneer and my knowledge of Pioneer's
integrated irrigation delivery and drainage system, that list accurately describes the starting and
ending points for irrigation delivery and drainage facilities owned, operated, and maintained by

AFFIDAVIT OF MARK ZIRSCHKY IN SUPPORT OF
PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT'S RESPONSE TO
CITY OF CALDWELL'S THIRD MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 2
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Pioneer, with the exception that, to my knowledge, the U.S. Bureau of Rec1amation owns the real
property interest in the Bardsley Gulch Drain.
4.

Based upon my experience with Pioneer and my knowledge of Pioneer's

facilities, the map attached hereto as Exhibit A accurately depicts the majority of Pioneer's
facilities listed on the "Canals/Ditches in Pioneer Irrigation" document. The only exceptions of
which I am aware are that:
a.

The following facilities owned and operated by Pioneer and listed

in the "CanalslDitches in Pioneer Irrigation" document are not depicted on this map:

b.

i.

Sommers Lateral;

11.

Railroad Lateral;

111.

Jester Lateral;

IV.

6th Street Lateral;

v.

Mason Creek Feeder;

vi.

Shelp Lateral;

V11.

Bruno Lateral;

viii.

Peterson Lateral;

IX.

Smiley Lateral;

x.

Cowling Lateral; and

xi.

Hitchcock Lateral.

The following facilities from the "CanalslDitches in Pioneer

Irrigation" document are labeled differently on Exhibit A:
i.

The 100 Lateral is labeled as the Weymouth Lateral on

Exhibit A;

AFFIDAVIT OF MARK ZIRSCHKY IN SUPPORT OF
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11.

The 13.3 Lateral is labeled as the 13.3 Middle Lateral on

iii.

The 200 Lateral is labeled as the 7.2 Lateral on Exhibit A;

iv.

The 300 Lateral is labeled as the Bolton Lateral on

v.

The 400 Lateral is labeled as the Horton Lateral on

vi.

The 500 Lateral is labeled as the Canyon Hill Lateral on

vii.

The Garber Lateral is labeled as the Joll Lateral on

Exhibit A;

Exhibit A;

Exhibit A;

Exhibit A; and

Exhibit A.
5.

Also, to clarify, title to the easements and rights-of-way for some of the

drains depicted on Exhibit A currently lies with the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, although
Pioneer has historically operated and maintained those drains and is currently in the process of
obtaining the Bureau's interests in those drains. However, because the Bureau currently holds
title to the easements and rights-of-way for some of the drains, those drains are not listed in the
"Canals/Ditches in Pioneer Irrigation" document.
6.

Other than the ownership of some drains by the Bureau of Reclamation as

previously described, I am not aware of any other party asserting the legal right of ownership or
operation of the facilities listed in Exhibit A, or any other facilities owned or operated by
Pioneer.
7.

The vast majority of the facilities depicted in Exhibit A, including the A

Drain, B Drain, and 500 (or Canyon Hill) Lateral, as well as the other facilities listed in
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"CanalslDitches in Pioneer Irrigation" that are not depicted in Exhibit A, are open, visible
conveyances. On occasion, developers have requested the piping of limited portions of Pioneer's
facilities. Pioneer has granted many of these requests. When Pioneer grants these requests, its
practice has been to execute a license agreement providing Pioneer with an express easement to
the newly piped portion of the facility. Pioneer subsequently has recorded these license
agreements, in order to put subsequent purchasers on notice of the easement. These piped
portions of Pioneer's facilities constitute a very small percentage of Pioneer's overall irrigation
delivery and drainage system.
Further your affiant sayeth naught.

Mark Zirschky
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this

1A day of October, 2009.

(/J{1(dt

ct. (JowUA )

NOTARY PU~1.yIC FOR ID~HP
Residing atL Ji.jOUU Ud
My CommissiQI; Expire~ '7-/& - «aID
<
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

~

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
day of October, 2009, I caused a true
and correct copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF MARK ZIRSCHKY IN SUPPORT OF PIONEER
IRRIGATION DISTRICT'S RESPONSE TO CITY OF CALDWELL'S THIRD MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT to be served by the method indicated below, and addressed to the

following:

0<) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile

Mark Hilty
HAMILTON MICHAELSON & HILTY

LLP

1301 12th Avenue
P.O. Box 65
Nampa, ID 83653-0065
Fax: 467-3058

J. Fredrick Mack
Erik F. Stidham
HOLLAND & HART LLP
101 South Capitol Boulevard, Suite 1400
Post Office Box 2527
Boise, ID 83701-2527
Fax: 343-8869

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
t.A Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile

AFFIDAVIT OF MARK ZIRSCHKY IN SUPPORT OF
PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT'S RESPONSE TO
CITY OF CALDWELL'S THIRD MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 6
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Scott L. Campbell, ISB No. 2251
Bradley J Williams, ISB No. 4019
Tara Martens, ISB No. 5773
Andrew J. Waldera, ISB No. 6608
Dylan B. Lawrence, ISB No. 7136

F- I A.~~M.
OCT 0 7 2009

MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK &
FIELDS, CHARTERED

CANYON COUNTY CLERK
T. CRAWFORD, DEPUTY

101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701-0829
Telephone (208) 345-2000
Facsimile (208) 385-5384
18946.0059
Attorneys for Plaintiff / Counterdefendant
Pioneer Irrigation District

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
Case No. CV 08-556-C
Plaintiff,
AFFIDAVIT OF ANDREW J. W ALDERA

vs.
CITY OF CALDWELL,
Defendant.

CITY OF CALDWELL,
Counterclaimant,

---t!)

ex::
C)

vs.
PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
Counterdefendant.

AFFIDAVIT OF ANDREW J. W ALDERA - 1

Client: 1382296.1
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STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss.
)
County of Ada
Andrew 1. Waldera, having been duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as
follows:
1.

I am an attorney duly licensed to practice law in the state ofIdaho. I am

one of the attorneys representing Pioneer Irrigation District ("Pioneer") in the above-referenced
matter. I have access to the client's files in this matter, and make this affidavit based upon my
personal knowledge.
2.

Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of the quoted

excerpts from the deposition transcript of Caldwell Mayor Garret Nancolas, 22:24-23: 1.
3.

I have reviewed the document attached as Exhibit B to the Affidavit of

Counsel filed by the City on September 23, 2009, entitled "Canals/Ditches in Pioneer Irrigation,"
and labeled as Bates No. PID025567-PID025568. Pioneer produced that document to the City
on or about May 13, 2008, in response to the City of Caldwell's First Set of Discovery Requests.
A true and correct copy of relevant portions of Pioneer's responses is attached hereto as
Exhibit B. (See also Notice of Service of Pioneer Irrigation District's Answers and Responses to
City of Caldwell's First Set of Discovery Requests, May 13, 2008.)
4.

Attached hereto as Exhibit C is a true and correct copy of the quoted

excerpts from the deposition transcript of Pioneer Board President Alan Newbill, 101 :6-105:9.

AFFIDAVIT OF ANDREW J. W ALDERA - 2

Client: 1382296.1
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Further your affiant sayeth naught.

An~ma
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this

l1:h day of October, 2009.

~~ /p..ltc&-
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

~ay

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
of October, 2009, I caused a true
and correct copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF ANDREW J. WALDERA to be served by the
method indicated below, and addressed to the following:

tf.) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

Mark Hilty
HAMILTON MICHAELSON & HILTY LLP

( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile

1301 12th Avenue
P.O. Box 65
Nampa, ID 83653-0065
Fax: 467-3058

J. Fredrick Mack
Erik F. Stidham
HOLLAND & HART LLP

101 South Capitol Boulevard, Suite 1400
Post Office Box 2527
Boise,ID 83701-2527
Fax: 343-8869

AFFIDAVIT OF ANDREW J. W ALDERA - 4

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
QO Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile

Client: 1382296.1
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
IN THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
Plaintiff,
vs.

)
)
)
)
)

Case No.
CV-08-556-C

)

CITY OF CALDWELL,
Defendant.
CITY OF CALDWELL,
Counterclaimant,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

vs.

)
)

PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT,

)
)
)
)

Counterdefendant.

DEPOSITION OF GARRET NANCOLAS

Moffatt Thomas Barrett Rock & Fields, CHTD.
101 South Capitol Boulevard, lOth Floor
Boise, Idaho
Wednesday, September 9, 2009
Beginning at 9:05 o'clock a.m.

(ELECTRONIC COpy)

QnA COURT REPORTING, LLC
Jeana Reiner, CSR, RPR
Idaho Certificate No. 711
E-mail: realtimeqna@msn.com
Telephone:
(208) 484-6309
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A. Again, yes, we discussed this litigation in
executive session with City Council members and the
appropriate staff.
Q. Anyone else outside of City employees that
you've discussed litigation with?
A. I guess I'm not understanding your question.
Q. Outside of your legal counsel and City Council
members or City staff, are there other folks with whom
you've discussed this litigation? For example, members
of the community? Your family?
A. Oh, I'm sorry. We instruct City Council
members and staff that anything discussed in executive
session is to be confidential.
Q. Are you familiar with the organization and
structure of Pioneer Irrigation District?
A. Somewhat.
Q. Well, why don't you tell me what you know of
Pioneer Irrigation District? Then I'll go from there.
A. I know how a district is formed. I do know
that they are some division of the State of Idaho. I
know they have a board of directors. They have some
staff for maintenance and operations, secretary and
legal counsel. I hope I answered -Q. Sure. What is your understanding of why
Pioneer exists? What was it statutorily created to
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do?
A. To manage and operate the water district for
which they are responsible.
Q. And what does that include, you know,
management of the district? What are the purposes of
the district?
A. To serve their patrons and to make sure that
their priorities and their obligations are carried out,
such as water delivery, maintaining and operating the
facilities, and complying with State Code.
Q. And do you agree or disagree that Pioneer owns
various irrigation facilities?
MR. HILTY: Object to the form. I think that
calls for a legal conclusion.
THE WITNESS: So what do I do?
MR. WALDERA: You are pennitted to answer
unless Mr. Hilty directs you not to.
MR. IDLTY: I am not directing you not to
answer, but the question is whether you agree or
disagree that they owned facilities.
THE WITNESS: I don't have personal knowledge
if they do or do not own those facilities.
BY "MR. WALDERA:
Q. Any particular reason why you would question
Pioneer's ownership of the facilities?
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A. No.
Q. Do you know of anyone other than Pioneer
Irrigation District who operates and maintains what
Pioneer believes are its facilities?
MR. IDLTY: Object to the form.
THE WITNESS: Again, I'm not sure I understand
the question. We work with other irrigation districts.
And there are five irrigation districts that have
property within the City of Caldwell or have obligations
within the City of Caldwell. But I'm not aware if any
of those share facilities.
BY MR. WALDERA:
Q. Who are the other five irrigation entities that
you deal with?
A. There is Canyon Hill Irrigation District, Black
Canyon Irrigation District, Wilder Irrigation District,
Golden Gate Irrigation District and the Caldwell
Municipal Irrigation District. I don't think I've
missed any. I mean, that's one that I'm aware of.
Q. At a minimum; though, it's your understanding
that Pioneer Irrigation District does operate and
maintain facilities within Caldwell?
A. Yes.
Q. And in kind of your thumbnail sketch of the
structure of the District, it's fair to say it's your
Page 23

understanding that Pioneer is obligated to deliver water
to its patrons?
A. That's my understanding, yes.
Q. Is it your understanding that Pioneer's liable
for failed deliveries or damage caused by the operation
or maintenance of its systems?·
MR. HILTY: Object to the form. I think that
calls for a legal conclusion.
THE WITNESS: Again, I don't have personal
knowledge of that. It's an assumption.
BY MR WALDERA:
Q. Given the fact that, at a minimum, Pioneer
Irrigation District operates and maintains certain
facilities, do you agree or disagree that Pioneer has a
duty or a right to insure the integrity of those
facilities?
MR. lllLTY: Again, I think that calls for a
legal conclusion. I'll object.
THE WITNESS: Maybe I can answer that question
in a different way. I understand what the City's
obligations are; but because I am not a part of that
District, I do not understand in the same way what the
Irrigation District's responsibilities are.
So I don't know -- I'm not trying to evade
your question at all. I just truly -- I have personal
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EXHIBITB
TO AFFIDAVIT OF ANDREW J. W ALDERA
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Scott L. Campbell, ISB No. 2251
Tara Martens, ISB No. 5773
Andrew J. Waldera, ISB No. 6608
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK &
FIELDS, CHARTERED

101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone (208) 345-2000
Facsimile (208) 385-5384
18946.59
Attorneys for Plaintiff / Counterdefendant
Pioneer Irrigation District

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD mDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
Case No. CV 08-556-C
Plaintiff,
PLAINTIFF PIONEER IRRIGATION
DISTRICT'S ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO
CITY OF CALDWELL'S FIRST SET OF
DISCOVERY REQUESTS

vs.
CITY OF CALDWELL,
Defendant.

CITY OF CALDWELL,
Counterclaimant,

vs.
PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
Counterdefendant.

PLAINTIFF PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT'S ANSWERS AND RESPONSES
TO CITY OF CALDWELL'S FIRST SET OF DISCOVERY REQUESTS - 1

2076

Client:889305.1

which are artificially created and maintained by surface irrigation practices both throughout the
district, and as a consequence of irrigation practices up gradient of the district.
Pioneer does not separately assess its landowners for benefits derived from its
drainage infrastructure. Instead, drainage costs are treated as facility operation and maintenance
costs because the drainage function Pioneer performs is performed solely to foster the continued
cultivation and irrigation of the lands within the district.
The right to discharge irrigation return flow water into Pioneer facilities does not
include, and has never included, the discharge of artificially collected and channeled urban storm
water runoff. Regarding the drainage or discharge of storm water flows to or through Pioneer
facilities specifically, that drainage is limited to incidental sheet flows created by precipitation
events that overwhelm the infiltration rates of neighboring lands, or increases in the shallow
ground water table driven by storm water infiltration.
As a landowner within the boundaries of Pioneer Irrigation District, the City of
Caldwell is entitled to the same agricultural irrigation return flow and diffuse storm water
drainage rights enjoyed by any other landowner within the District.
INTERROGATORY NO.3: Please identify all canals, laterals, and ditches
owned or operated by Pioneer, including the name, point of origin, and ending point of each
canal, lateral, and ditch.
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO.3: Please see document entitled
"Canals/Ditches in Pioneer Irrigation" attached hereto.
INTERROGATORY NO.4: Identify each and every source of drainage currently
discharging drainage water into Pioneer's facilities. As part of Your answer, please state who
installed the inlet or pipe, who owns the inlet or pipe, when it was installed, the location and size

PLAINTIFF PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT'S ANSWERS AND RESPONSES
TO CITY OF CALDWELL'S FIRST SET OF DISCOVERY REQUESTS - 31

2077

Client:889305.1

REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 12: Admit that Pioneer is a special purpose
district ofthe state ofIdaho.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 12: Pioneer denies Request
for Admission No. 12 on the grounds that it calls for a legal conclusion to which no response is
required.
DATED this 13th day of May, 2008.
MOFFATI, THOMAS, BARRETI, ROCK &

FIELDS, CHARTERED

BY-r~~~~~

______________

ew J. Waldera - Of the Finn
Attorneys for Pioneer Irrigation District

PLAINTIFF PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT'S ANSWERS AND RESPONSES
TO CITY OF CALDWELL'S FIRST SET OF DISCOVERY REQUESTS - S4
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Client:889305.1

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 13th day of May, 2008, I caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing PLAINTIFF PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT'S ANSWERS AND
RESPONSES TO CITY OF CALDWELL'S FIRST SET OF DISCOVERY REQUESTS to be served by
the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:

~U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

Mark Hilty
HAMILTON MICHAELSON & HILTY LLP

( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile

1301 12th Avenue
P.O. Box 65
Nampa, ID 83653-0065
Fax: 467-3058

J. Fredrick Mack

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

N. Hand Delivered

Erik F. Stidham
HOLLAND & HART LLP
101 South Capitol Boulevard, Suite 1400
Post Office Box 2527
Boise, ID 83701-2527
Fax: 343-8869

( )Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile

ew J. Waldera

PLAINTIFF PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT'S ANSWERS AND RESPONSES
TO CITY OF CALDWELL'S FIRST SET OF DISCOVERY REQUESTS - 55
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
Plaintiff,

Case No. CV 08-556-C

v.
CITY OF CALDWELL,
Defendant.
CITY OF CALDWELL,
Counterclaimant,
v.
PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
Counterdefendant.

VIDEOTAPED DEPOSITION OF ALAN NEWBILL

June 23, 2009

Boise, Idaho

Amy E. Simmons, CSR No. 685, RPR, CRR
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Alan Newbill
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Q. Scientific research?
A. Yes.
Q. And why is it that you would have done more
scientific research if you could do it all over again?
A. To have better information.
Q. Has anyone from the EPA ever informed -- as far
as you're aware, has anyone from EPA ever informed you or
a board member that Pioneer is at risk of losing its ag
exemption under the Clean Water Act owing to the
discharge of stormwater into its facilities?
A. Not to my knowledge.
Q. Has anyone other than Mr. Campbell ever
informed the board that -- has anyone other than
Mr. Campbell ever informed the board that Pioneer is
potentially at risk of losing its ag exemption under the
Clean Water Act owing to urban stormwater being
discharged into its system?
A. Yes.
Q. Who?
A. Norm Semanko is the first one that jumps out at
me.
Q. When did he tell the board this?
A. Oh, we have -- at our annual meetings it's been
going on for years.
Q. How long has Mr. Semanko or Mr. Campbell been

----"-------
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challenged?
A. It's been going on, and I don't need somebody
to tell me that. It's been going on for years.
Q. Fair enough, sir.
And I guess what I'm trying to get at, you
know, if you see a guy on the street comer that keeps
saying the world is going to end tomorrow and you see him
with the same sign for about eight years, is it common
sense that eventually the world is going to end tomorrow?
Is that what you're saying?
MR. WILLIAMS: Objection. That's argumentative.
Q. (BY MR STIDHAM) I'm just trying to get at it.
I mean, you've been warned of this for eight
years -- excuse me, six years, at least. You said since
2002?
A. Correct.
Q. Nothing has happened, correct?
A. Correct.
Q. And I'm just trying to understand what, if any,
information the board might have that would lead the
board to believe that even though it hasn't occurred for
six years, that at some point, Pioneer's ag exception is
going to be challenged based on its introduction of urban
stormwater into its facilities?
A. At some point all irrigation facilities will
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warning of the potential loss of the ag exemption as far
as you can recall?
A. Well, I've been on the board since 2002, and
it's been preached to us since then at least.
Q. Okay. So anybody other than Mr. Semanko and
Mr. Campbell?
A. Specifically names, no. There have been
instances where we have had presenters at those meetings
that had talked about urban stormwater and the dangers of
that.
Q. Do you have any understanding as to why EPA has
not taken any action with regard to challenging Pioneer's
ag exemption under the Clean Water Act owing to the
discharge of storrnwater?
A. No.
Q. Do you, or as far as you know the board, have
any understanding as to whether it is more likely than
not that the EPA or any other governmental agency will
ever challenge Pioneer's ag exemption under the Clean
Water Act?
A. It will be challenged.
Q. Who told you that?
A. It's, again, corrunon sense stuff.
Q. Okay. And who are you relying on for this -if anyone, for this corrunon sense notion that it will be

n District v. City of Caldwell
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have that ag exemption challenged.
Q. And why is it you think that? I understand
you're saying that. I'm trying to figure out why it is
you're saying that.
A. Because the environmental community has a lot
of clout on what goes in these rivers.
Q. Can you explain to me why it is the board -well, was this concern about the potential loss of an ag
exemption some day, is that something that was considered
by the board when it voted to initiate this very costly
litigation?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. Can you tell me why the board chose to
initiate this litigation based in part upon concem about
losing its ag exemption instead of just waiting to see
whether, in fact, the EPA or some agency eventually
decided to challenge the ag exemption? I didn't ask that
question well.
What I'm trying to get at is why not wait until
there is an actual challenge? Why act based on a
potential challenge that hasn't occurred for six years?
A. Ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure.
Is that a fair answer?
Q. Well, in this case hundreds of thousands of
dollars in legal fees.
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June 23, 2009 Pion

.A. Um-hmm.
Q. SO how is it that you believe the -- okay.
When you say "prevention," what is it that you
think you're preventing through the initiation of this
litigation with regard to the ag exemption challenge?
A. Clean water. It's going to be more and more
critical always.
Q. Okay.
A. From now on.
Q. ~d I guess, sir, what I'm trying to understand
is even if Pioneer were somehow to prevail in this
litigation and remove the five outfalls in question,
Pioneer is going to continue to receive urban stormwater,
isn't that correct, from other sources than the five
outfalls at issue? Is that correct?
A. Until we do something about them.
Q. Okay. Is Pioneer contemplating -- is it fair
to say Pioneer receives urban stormwater from the water
that comes in from Settlers district into Pioneer
district's facilities?
A. I suspect.
Q. Okay.
A. I don't know that.
Q. If that's the case, is Pioneer going to
initiate litigation against Settlers to prevent urban
Page
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on the board believes it will take before Pioneer is able
to exclude all sources of urban stonnwater from Pioneer's
facilities?
A. I cannot.
Q. Did the board give -- prior to deciding to
initiate this costly litigation against the City of
Caldwell, did the board give any consideration to asking
for -- well, basically a second opinion as to whether or
not there really was a genuine risk that Pioneer would
lose it's ag exemption from the Clean Water Act owing to
the introduction of urban stonnwater?
A. A second opinion from whom?
Q. Well, I guess it would be a third opinion if
you're saying Mr. Semanko and Mr. Campbell have advised
you of this risk.
Did Pioneer's board give any consideration as
to asking other environmental lawyers as whether or not
this was a real risk that the ag exemption would be lost?
A. That infonnation has been circulating through
the farm community for 15 or 20 years.
Q. Okay. And as we've said, if the infonnation
has been circulating for 15 or 20 years but EPA has never
taken any steps, is it fair to say -A. I can't say EPA has taken no steps.
Q. Is the board aware of EPA ever having taken any
Page 107
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stormwater from entering through -A. I think Settlers has already done that
litigation.
Q. What about the Nampa-Meridian district? Is
Pioneer contemplating initiating litigation against the
Nampa-Meridian district to prevent stormwater from their
facilities from entering into Pioneer's facilities?
A. Nampa-Meridian also, I think, will deal with
that in their own right, in their own time.
Q. Okay. That's your answer?
A. Um-bmm.
Q. Okay. Has the board put any timetable on when
it wants to ensure that there is not a drop of urban
stormwater that's entering into its district?
A. Say that again.
Q. Has Pioneer's board developed a timetable for
when it wants to be able to say that there is no urban
stormwater being discharged into our facilities?
A. No.
Q. Okay. Do you have any estimate as to how long
it would take before Pioneer would be able to have
successfully excluded all urban stormwater from Pioneer's
facilities, from all sources?
A. No.
Q. Can you estimate for me how long you or anyone
Page 106
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steps -A. I'm not aware.
Q. Okay.
A. But I don't know that.
Q. Okay. We're talking over each other again,
sir. Let me finish my question.
A. Okay.
Q. Are you, or as far as you understand, anyone on
the board aware of EPA or any other govemmental entity
ever having taken any steps against any irrigation
district to challenge that irrigation district's ag
exemption based on the introduction of urban stormwater?
A. No.
Q. Is the board aware that there are some
environmental lawyers that think the introduction of
urban stormwater into irrigation facilities does not
jeopardize that irrigation district's ag exemption under
the Clean Water Act?
MR. WILLIAMS: Objection; calls for speculation.
Q. (BY MR. STIDHAM) Are you or anyone on the
board, as far as you know, aware of that?
A. No.
Q. If the board had been aware that a number of
environmental law specialists believed that there was no
legitimate risk to an irrigation district's ag exemption
Page 108
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Scott L. Campbell, ISB No. 2251
Bradley J Williams, ISB No. 4019
Tara Martens, ISB No. 5773
Dylan B. Lawrence, ISB No. 7136
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MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK &
FIELDS, CHARTERED

OANYON COUNTY CLERK

101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701-0829
Telephone (208) 345-2000
Facsimile (208) 385-5384
18946.0059

T. CRAWFORD, DEPUlY

Attorneys for Plaintiff / Counterdefendant
Pioneer Irrigation District

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
Case No. CV 08-556-C
Plaintiff,
AFFIDAVIT OF DYLAN B. LAWRENCE IN
SUPPORT OF PIONEER IRRIGATION
DISTRICT'S RESPONSE TO CITY OF
CALDWELL'S THIRD MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

vs.
CITY OF CALDWELL,
Defendant.

--I

<C

CITY OF CALDWELL,

:2::

-0:::

( !)

C)

Counterclaimant,
vs.
PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT,
Counterdefendant.

AFFIDAVIT OF DYLAN B. LAWRENCE IN SUPPORT OF
PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT'S RESPONSE TO CITY
OF CALDWELL'S THIRD MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 1
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Client: 1380540.1

STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss.
)
County of Ada
Dylan B. Lawrence, having been duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as
follows:
1.

I am an attorney duly licensed to practice law in the state of Idaho. I am

one of the attorneys representing Pioneer Irrigation District ("Pioneer") in the above-referenced
matter. I have access to the client's files in this matter, and make this affidavit based upon my
personal knowledge.
2.

Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of the "Agreement

of Cooperation for the Construction and/or Maintenance of Canal Crossings," executed by
Pioneer and the City effective April 7, 2004, Bates Nos. PID044352-PID044364.
3.

Attached hereto as Exhibit B is a true and correct copy of the "Statement

of Purpose" for the 1996 legislation amending Idaho Code Section 42-1102. Tiffiny Hudak, a
paralegal with my firm, obtained this document from the Idaho Legislative Services Office at my
direction.
4.

Attached hereto as Exhibit C is a true and correct copy of relevant portions

of the 1881 enactment by the Territorial Legislature. Tiffiny Hudak, a paralegal with my firm,
obtained this document from the Idaho Legislative Services Office at my direction.
5.

Attached hereto as Exhibit D is a true and correct copy of a "Right-of-

Way Agreement," executed by E. L. Douglass and Helen Douglass in favor of Pioneer on
December 29, 1936, Bates No. PID048209-PID04821O.
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6.

Attached hereto as Exhibit E is a true and correct copy of a "License

Agreement for Montecito Park Subdivision," executed by Pioneer and Montecito Park
Development, LLC effective February 26,2004, Bates No. PIDOI5997-PIDOI6017.
7.

Attached hereto as Exhibit F is a true and correct copy of a "License

Agreement for Franklin Interchange," executed by Pioneer and the Idaho Transportation
Department effective August 7, 2006, Bates Nos. PID009325-PID009348.
8.

Attached hereto as Exhibit G is a true and correct copy of a "License

Agreement for Skyway Development," executed by the City, Pioneer, and Freehold
Development, LLC, effective April 11, 2005, Bates Nos. PIDOI9705-PIDOI9720.
9.

Attached hereto as Exhibit H is a true and correct copy of the City's

permit application to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the Idaho Department of Water
Resources, and the Idaho Department of Lands, submitted under cover of letter dated
October 15, 2007, Bates Nos. PID005570-PID005577.
10.

Attached hereto as Exhibit I are true and correct copies of

recommendations of water rights owned by Pioneer, filed by the Director of the Idaho
Department of Water Resources in the Snake River Basin Adjudication.
11.

Attached hereto as Exhibit J is a true and correct copy of relevant excerpts

of the "Report on Canal Deliveries from the Boise River" from 1917, obtained from Pioneer's
business offices.
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Further your affiant sayeth naught.

Dylan B.

ence

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this Jt:day of October, 2009.

~} !#JlIDAHO

Residing at
'\ c:....Q....
My Commission Expires l5"~ 31 ~ (;)
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

L-

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this
day of October, 2009, I caused a true
and correct copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF DYLAN B. LAWRENCE IN SUPPORT OF
PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT'S RESPONSE TO CITY OF CALDWELL'S THIRD MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT to be served by the method indicated below, and addressed to the

following:
Mark Hilty

tj) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

HAMILTON MICHAELSON & HILTY LLP

( ) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile

1301 12th Avenue
P.O. Box 65
Nampa, ID 83653-0065
Fax: 467-305a

J. Fredrick Mack
Erik F. Stidham .
HOLLAND & HART LLP.
101 South Capitol Boulevard, Suite 1400
Post Office Box 2527
Boise, ID 83701-2527
Fax: 343-8869

( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
'(/) Hand Delivered
( ) Overnight Mail
( ) Facsimile
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AGREEMENT OF COOPERATION
FOR THE
CONSTRUCTION AND/OR MAINTENANCE OF
CANAL CROSSINGS

Parties:

Pioneer Irrigation District an irrigation district organized and existing
under Title 43 Idaho Code.
City of Caldwell a municipal corporation organized and existing under
Title 50 of the Idaho Code.

('./te,

'I, 2004, by and
Agreement made, effective as of the £day of
between Pioneer Irrigation District, an irrigation district organized and existing under
Title 43 Idaho Code whose address is P.O. Box 426 Caldwelf, Idaho 83606 and City of
Caldwell, whose address is 621 E. Cleveland, Caldwelf, Idaho 83605.
SECTION I
DEFINITIONS
1.1
Irrigation District: means and refers to Pioneer Irrigation District, an
irrigation district organized under the laws of the State of Idaho, party to this Agreement.
1.2
City: means and refers to the City of Caldwelf, a municipal corporation
located in Canyon County of the State of Idaho, party to this Agreement.
1.3
Area of Impact: means and refers to the City's area of impact as
defined in Idaho Code 67-6526, and as adopted by ordinance.
1.4
Canals: means and refers to any and alf ditches, canals, drains, and/or
laterals under the jurisdiction of Irrigation District.
1.5
Canal Appurtenance: means and refers to any and all facilities and
structures related to the Canals, including, but not limited to all pipes, gates, pumps,
abutments, rip rap, berms, roadways, ramps, checks, locks, boards, boxes and other
types of items.
1.6
Highways: means and refers, to the term as it is defined in Idaho Code
Section 40-1 09H, and those which are under the jurisdiction of the City.
1.7
Highway Appurtenance: means and refers to any structure, foundation,
wall, head wall, culvert, sluices, drains, or other structures used in conjunction with the
Highway at the Canal Crossing.
1.8
Canal Crossings: means and refers to that area where the Highway,
Highway Appurtenances, and/or Utility crosses or impacts the use, operation,
maintenance, or repair of the Canals or Canal Appurtenances.
Agreement of Cooperation for the Construction
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1.9
Utility: means and refers to any and a/l City owned utilities, including but
not limited to sanitary and storm sewers, potable water mains, and irrigation mains that
are located in, on, or adjacent to a Canal Crossing and are affected by construction,
reconstruction and/or maintenance by either party at a Canal Crossing.
SECTION /I
RECITALS
The parties recite and declare:
2.1
Irrigation District owns, maintains, operates and has exclusive
jurisdiction of various Canals and Canal Appurtenances for the delivery and removal
of irrigation water to the lands within its boundaries, several or more of which lies within
the boundaries or the Area of Impact of the City; and
2.2
City owns, maintains, operates and has exclusive jurisdiction of various
Highways, Highway Appurtenances, and Utilities for public use within its boundaries
or Area of Impact in Canyon County, State of Idaho; and
2.3
Utilities exist at various other Canal Crossings by reason of the statutory
provisions of Idaho Law (Chapter 7 and 11 of title 62 Idaho Code) to provide for the
installation of utilities along, beneath or upon any public road or highway, or at other
points as permitted by easement or other agreement.
2.4

There are numerous Canal Crossings; and

2.5
The Irrigation District and the City each have various duties and
responsibilities to manage and maintain their respective Canals, Canal
Appurtenances, Highways, Highway Appurtenances, and Utilities, and because
there are numerous Canal Crossings, it is desirable to establish a cooperative working
relationship between the parties for their respective construction and maintenance at
Canal Crossings and to provide terms and conditions for each party to follow in the
conduct of their respective duties which will result in their mutual benefit as herein
provided.
SECTION III
AREA OF APPLICATION OF THIS AGREEMENT
3.1
This Agreement applies to those Canal Crossings located both within the
boundaries of the Irrigation District and also within the Area of Impact or boundaries
of the City.
SECTION IV
DUTY OF CITY
4.1
The City will exercise its duty to repair, inspect and maintain the
Highways, Highway Appurtenances, and Utilities at the Canal Crossings in a
reasonable manner which will not:
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A.
Damage or destroy the Canals or Canal Appurtenances and will
not interfere with the flow of water in the Canals; or
B.
Interfere with the Irrigation District's use, operation, inspection,
repair and maintenance of the Canals and Canal Appurtenances.

4.2
In the event the City intends to construct, reconstruct, install, and/or
replace Highway Appurtenances or Utilities at Canal Crossings, the following
procedures shall be fol/owed:
A.
The City shall prepare plans and specifications detailing the
intended construction, reconstruction, repair, or other activity, at City
expense.

B.
The City shall deliver to the Irrigation District the plans and
specifications together with a·letter stating the title, scope, and intended
date of the work (Project Construction Notice). This delivery shall be
made not less than 30 working days prior to the commencement of
construction, except in cases of emergency.

C.

The Irrigation District shall review the "Project Construction
Notice" and the associated plans and specifications, or cause them to be
reviewed by the Irrigation District's engineer.

D.
The Irrigation District shall provide to the City, within 20 working
days of receipt of the Project Construction Notice, its comments,
recommendations, or conditions regarding the proposed work (Notice of
Agreement).

E.
In the event the City agrees with the comments, recommendations
and/or conditions of the Notice of Agreement, it shall execute the
Acceptance Clause of the Notice of Agreement, and, after delivery of the
fully executed Acceptance Clause on the Notice of Agreement to the
Irrigation District, may proceed with the work and improvements as
described in the Project Construction Notice and as may be modified by
the Notice of Agreement as the case may be; or
F.
In the event the City does not agree to the comments or
recommendations or conditions of the Notice of Agreement, the parties
shall attempt to negotiate their differences and in the event an agreement
is reached they shall sign a Notice of Agreement which shall set out the
agreed terms for the work and improvements and the City, after delivery
of the fully executed Notice of Agreement to the Irrigation District, may
then proceed with the work and improvements; and

G.
In the event the parties cannot agree the City may elect not to
proceed with the project proposed in the Project Construction Notice;
and
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H.
Unless there is an emergency, and written consent is obtained from
the Irrigation District by the City, construction, reconstruction, installation
and/or replacement of Highways, Highway Appurtenances, and
Utilities involving or affecting Canals, Canal Appurtenances or Canal
Crossings shall only occur from November 1 to March 15 of the following
calendar year.
4.3
In the event the City seeks to relocate or expand Canal Crossings by
replacement and/or addition to the Highway Appurtenances, Highway, or Utility, the
City shall notify the Irrigation District and comply with the requirements set forth in
Section 4.2 above.
SECTION V
DUTY OF IRRIGATION DISTRICT
5.1
The Irrigation District will exercise its duty to repair, inspect and maintain
the Canals at Canal Crossings in a reasonable manner that:
A.
Does not injure the Highways and/or Highway Appurtenances or
Utilities; and
B.
Allows the City to inspect, repair and maintain its Highways and
Highway Appurtenances, and lIim~~$., subject to the provisions of this
Agreement.
5.2
In the event the Irrigation District intends to construct, reconstruct,
install, and/or replace Canals at Canal Crossings the following procedure will be
followed:
A.
The Irrigation District shall have plans and specifications
prepared at Irrigation District expense; and
B.
The Irrigation District shall deliver to the City the plans and
specifications together with a letter stating the title, scope, and intended
date of the work (Project Construction Notice). This delivery shall be
made not less than 30 working days prior to the commencement of
construction, except in cases of emergency.
C.
The City shall review the plans, specifications, and Project
Construction Notice as it pertains to the City's interests.
D.
The City shall provide to the Irrigation District, within 20 working
days of receipt of the Project Construction Notice, its comments,
recommendations, or conditions regarding the proposed work (Notice of
Agreement).
E.
In the event the Irrigation District agrees with the comments,
recommendations and/or conditions of the Notice of Agreement, it shall
execute the Acceptance Clause of the Notice of Agreement, and, after
Agreement of Cooperation for the Construction
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delivery of the fully executed Acceptance Clause on the Notice of
Agreement to the City, may proceed with the work and improvements as
described in the Project Construction Notice and as may be modified by
the Notice of Agreement as the case may be; or
F.
In the event the Irrigation District does not agree to the comments
or recommendations or conditions of the Notice of Agreement, the
parties shall attempt to negotiate their differences and in the event an
agreement is reached they shall sign a Notice of Agreement which shall
set out the agreed terms for the work and improvements and the
Irrigation District, after delivery of the fully executed Notice of
Agreement to the City, may proceed with the work and improvements;
and
G.
In the event the parties cannot agree, the Irrigation District may
elect not to proceed with the project proposed in the Project
Construction Notice.
5.3
In the event the Irrigation District seeks to relocate the Canal Crossings
or to expand that location by replacement and/or addition to the Highway
Appurtenances or Highway, the Irrigation District will notify the City and comply with
the conditions set forth in Section 5.2 above.
SECTION VI
MUTUAL RIGHT OF INSPECTION
6.1
Each party shall have the right of reasonable inspection of the other'S
maintenance, construction, reconstruction, installation, repair, and/or replacement at
Canal Crossings to assure the performance of terms of this Agreement.
SECTION VII
THIS AGREEMENT IS NOT A COMMON PLAN OR DESIGN NOR DOES IT CREATE
AN AGENCY OF ONE PARTY FOR THE OTHER AND DOES NOT EXTEND TO ANY
THIRD PARTIES
7.1
The parties' obligations herein are individual to each and neither accepts
nor appoints the other to act in its behalf as each have separate and distinct statutory
duties and responsibilities and therefore this Agreement does not create any agency on
the part of one party for the other nor its common plan or design.
7.2
This Agreement is for the benefit of the parties and does not extend or
provide any rights and/or duties of any of the parties to any third party beneficiary.
SECTION VIII
EMERGENCY CIRCUMSTANCES
8.1
The parties recognize the potential that emergency circumstances could
arise in which the Canals, Canal Appurtenances, Highways, Highway
Appurtenances, or Utilities become injured and/or otherwise fail which will require
Agreement of Cooperation for the Construction
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immediate action in order to prevent further injury or failure and/or to prevent danger to
public health or safety and/or to prevent damage to other property posed by the injured
or failed conditions.
8.2
In the event of an emergency the party whose property is the subject of
the emergency shall take such reasonable actions as it deems necessary to protect the
same from further injury or failure or to prevent it from posing a danger to persons or
property and/or to protect the public health and/or safety and shall immediately notify
the other party of the action taken.
In the event of an emergency created from the conditions of Canals,
8.3
Canal Appurtenances, Highways, Highway Appurtenances, or Utilities when the
condition could reasonably result in injury or damage to persons or property if timely
action is not taken by the party whose property is experiencing the emergency
conditions, then the other party can take such reasonable steps to protect persons or
property so long as those steps do not aggravate the emergency conditions.
SECTION IX
INCIDENTAL CIRCUMSTANCES
9.1
In the event circumstances appear that impair the flow of water in Canals,
or Canal Appurtenances and/or affect the safe passage of vehicles and/or pedestrians
at a Canal Crossing either party may take reasonable actions to eliminate such
circumstance; and
9.2
I n the event one party observes conditions of the other party's property
that require maintenance or repair, the parties agree to notify the other of such
conditions in a timely, reasonable manner.
SECTION X
COSTS AND EXPENSES AND LIABILITY
10.1 Each party shall be responsible for costs, expenses and the liability
resulting from its ownership, use, maintenance, construction, installation, replacement,
repair, and/or inspection of the property which it owns or is under its exclusive
jurisdiction.
10.2 Each party shall be responsible for reasonable fees for review of
construction plans and specifications, said fees being fixed by the governing authority of
each party.

H.
H.
SECTION XI
GENERAL PROVISIONS
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11.1 No party shall allow a lien as a result of any labor performed or materials
supplied in connection with activities of the party which will affect the legal right of the
other party.
11.2 No amendment, alteration or modification of this Agreement shall be
effective unless made in writing and duly executed by the parties hereto.
11.3 The captions appearing under the section number designations of this
Agreement are for convenience only, and are not a part of this Agreement, and do not in
any way limit or amplify the terms and provisions of this Agreement.
SECTION XIII
NOTICE/DESIGNATED AGENT
13.1 All notices given pursuant to this Agreement or contemplated under this
Agreement shall be hand delivered or given by U.S. mail (return receipt) at the following
addresses:
13.1.1

Pioneer Irrigation District. P.O. Box 426. Caldwell. Idaho 83606.

13.1.2 City of Caldwell, 621 E. Cleveland Blvd, Caldwell. Idaho 83605
13.2 Any notice so given shall be deemed properly delivered, given, served, or
received on the date shown for delivery or rejection on the return receipt. Any party
may change the address or designee to whom notices shall thereafter be given upon
five (5) days' prior written notice to the other party in the manner set forth in this section.
If the above procedure appears to fail, more stringent procedures for notification
may be implemented if approved by both parties.
13.3 The person(s) designated by the parties to give Project Construction
Notice and/or Notice of Agreement hereinafter referred to as "Notice Designee"
pursuant to this Agreement is as follows:
13.3.1 Pioneer Irrigation District
Alternate:

L:2zz

:::J? / / (.fto?Z:
02 ("Ie..

...z:. :r-fcb

7

r/

13.3.2 City of Caldwell _0_t7R_.ll_o_Al
__
t_Il"_VV
_ _ _ _ _ _ __
Alternate: _..;;...~_e:._N__w_t:._-_'_y_IY1_()_(..I_(._H
_ _ _ _ __
13.3.3 Either party may provide the other with notice of change of "Notice
Designee."
SECTJONXIV
GOOD FAITH AND FAIR DEALING/DECLARATORY ACTION
14.1 In the event of a dispute over the interpretation of the terms and conditions
of this Agreement or in the event of a dispute over performance of this Agreement.
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either party may seek a judicial determination which must be filed in the 3,d District
Court of the State of Idaho in Canyon County..
SECTION XV
COUNTER PARTS

15.1 This Agreement shall be executed by the parties in two (2) counterparts,
and each such counterpart shall be deemed an "original."
SECTION XVI
TERMINATION

16.1 This Agreement may be terminated by either party, effective 30 working
days after delivery of a written Notice of Termination to the other party, however, this
Agreement shall survive termination as to Highways, Highway Appurtenances, and
Utilities constructed, reconstructed, used, operated or maintained, or other actions
taken under this Agreement during its term prior to termination.

End of Sections
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DATED this

15

--I=f--p..A..w...>.-<L-loC.-_,

2004. .

CITY OF CALDWELL

By:

~(.~

Garret L. Nanco/as, Mayor

PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT

ATTEST:

all.

~Clerk

By: ~~\::;>Ai~~~=-~::::::::l>.-=y~;:""
Donald Sayre, President,
Directors

~

'~'.

/
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STATE OF IDAHO
ss.
County of Canyon

L

On this
day of
, 2004, before me, the
state, personally appeared Donald Sayre,
undersigned notary public in and for s
President of the Board of Directors of ioneer Irrigation District, an irrigation district
organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Idaho, known or
identified to me to be the person whose name is subscribed to the foregoing instrument
and acknowledged to me that he has the authority to execute and executed the same
for the purposes therein contained on behalf of Pioneer Irrigation District.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF,I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my

b~O
written. ~
official seal ~~'~l?;1ty,~ar in this certificate fi~st
~....~"Y ••••••••• ~
~~ ••
• ;0"
:~··NO
\'(6";.
~
I
1'-1
ar"
.
.
:• *:• -t6 "....... ''t). i>~
NOTARYPU
C
ID
i ~\ v
!-z·
b :
Residing at .f;,....A~~.w::::::...:::=:::L.::::~.=-::~r--:~1
'\ '7'J.. •• JJ 1..1 C.t
}
My Commission Expires _~---=~--==-J..
~ .....A -..
.- if ~~
~v 0 ••••••••
~."
~',~,I: ~ ID A\\o,••~~~

00" . . . .

.............

~

STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss.
County of Canyon )

L

day of
, 2004, before me, the
On this
undersigned notary public in and for sai
ate, personally appeared Naida Kelleher,
irrigation district organized and existing under
Secretary of Pioneer Irrigation District,
and by virtue of the laws of the State of Idaho, known or identified to me to be the
person whose name is subscribed to the foregoing instrument and acknowledged to me
that he has the authority to execute and executed the same for the purposes therein
contained on behalf of Pioneer Irrigation District.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my
official seal the day and year in this certificate first
ve written.

Residing a ''='=>-.:::t;,.~<--''':::;;'';~,..--...:....".r-r--,
My Commission Expires ......L_ _ _ __
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STATE OF IDAHO)
} ss.
County of Canyon )

mUri

JlL

day of
2004, before me, the
On this
undersigned notary public in and for said state, personally appeared Garret L.
Nanco/as, Mayor of the City of Caldwell, Idaho, a municipal corporation organized and
existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Idaho. known or identified to me
to be the person whose name is subscribed to the foregoing instrument and
acknowledged to me that he has the authority to execute and has executed the same
for the purposes therein contained on behalf of the City of Caldwell, Idaho.
!

,

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my
official seal the day and year in,~ft~rtificate first above written.
I'"
.i't#,

..

~",""'\\\JN'1Eh
<'\\.
••••••

.. "R
i ~o '.'

!Io"

.f~v
.... .."

~.'l:.

.i

: \
\

••

~

~''''

•••

#('

'##

......-:.
"''''.
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~

y.

'

,v;
l ~}
. ••• ~.~

~

1~.
\

~

-~'::';>O........bL"<=---+--+'-"'-'--~""--"===-'----

~ N~Y PUBLlCOiDAHO
: ReSiding at bJo..vt'\.!pa ; fJ2 7.

\

pu\\ v

I

My Commission ExplresQ/&
I

J'l' •••••••• \'V ~.'
""" ."\ TE O~ .....

,Iu1

'"",",,1"'"

STATE OF IDAHO)
) ss.
County of Canyon )
On this
day of ~Cl.N- ~ , 2004, before me, the
undersigned notary public in and for said state, personally appeared Monica Jones,
Clerk of the City of Caldwell, a municipal corporation organized and existing under and
by virtue of the laws of the State of Idaho, known or identified to me to be the person
whose name is subscribed to the foregoing instrument and acknowledged to me that he
has the authority to execute and executed the same for the purposes therein contained
on behalf of Pioneer Irrigation District.

j.l.Q.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my
official seal the day and year in this certificate first above written.

10'" ,','..•..~··'f,I","I
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"Exhibit A"

NOTICE OF AGREEMENT
Project Name:
Project Location:

Description of Work:

Pursuant to the terms of the Agreement for Cooperation between Pioneer Irrigation District and
the City of Caldwell, we, the undersigned hereby state we have had the opportunity to review plans and
specifications for the above referenced project, which are attached to and made a part of this Notice.
Construction of the project is hereby authorized in accordance with the plans and specifications attached,
and subject to the fol/owing conditions:

Conditions: (list or attach)

Reviewing Agency:
Approved By:

Date:

We, the undersigned, agree to construct the above referenced project in accordance with the
attached plans, specifications, and the above conditions, and in accordance with the Agreement of
Cooperation, of which this Notice is a part.

Submitting Agency:
Approved By:

Date:
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RESOLU'rION NO.

3I3 - O~

A RESOLUTION BY THE CITY OF CALDWELL, IDAHO APPROVING A
AGREEMENT OF COOPERATI9N FOR THE CONSTRUCTION AND/OR
MAINTENANCE OF CANAL CROSSINGS WITH PIONEER IRRlGATION
DISTRICT.
Be it Resolved that the City of Caldwell, Idaho hereby approves a Agre~ment of
Cooperation for the Construction andlor Maintenance of Canal Crossings with Pioneer
Irrigation District, attached hereto in full and hereby made a part of this res91ution.
The Mayor and the Clerk of the City of Caldwell are hereby authorized to execute the
.
Agreement for the City of Caldwell.'
"

PASSED BY COUNCIL of the CityofC.aldwell, Idaho, this Qday of/Y)/Jpm
_ _2004 .. '
~.' .
.

\

I..

.:

APPROVED BY THE MAYOR of the City of Caldwell, Idahq, this .Rday ofm/J /)~
.
2004.
~'

AP1J::Ji.~

Attest:

Mayor
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1996

SENATE

Senate Bills
Senate Concurrent Resolutions
Senate Joint Memorials
Senate Joint Resolutions

STATEMENTS OF PURPOSE

2nd Regular Session
53rd Idaho Legislatur~

•
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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE
RS 06033
This proposed legislation would clarify what the right-of-way includes for an
irrigation entity in maintaining and upkeep of an irrigation canal, ditch or conduit. it
would also define that a visible ditch, canal or conduit shall constitute notice to the
owner that a right-of-way exists.

FISCAL llv1PACT
No fiscal impact.

..

1 :"

CONTACT: Lynn Tominaga
Idaho Water Users Association
344-6690
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!

GENERAl.. LA )VS
OF

'Jnr-:

TERRITORY OF' IDAHO,
J,NCrXDlXG THE

.::\ ~/~ / . . . ~. ~/~ ::::: E!/t

CODE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE,

"/?:·:\;:~~:H ..: \//.:\... ::r;':';\T?

PASSin) AT THE

ELEVENTH SESSION
OF TIiE

::.:::...::~: ":" :""" :.. : :\
']:'-JB;&~IrFOR:I:1L.: i~GISLATIJRE,
.. ~: :" .. : ::. :...,:.:.:.......: :.. :::~~ ..::::... ~ ..:.::

~

.......

o

~

OONVENED ON TUE

THIRTBENTH DAY OF DECEMBER, A. D. 1880, AND ADJOURNED 0))"
THE TENTH D/>.Y OF FEBRUARY, A. D. 1881,
AT

. . :-. . / . . \ ~. ~/ C: ~VE
. ./:.\.:. . ?~:H .. : \//:"\ ..: :Tr.::\T~::

BOISE OITY_

•
I

llJublisfJelJ b!! autborit!1.

A . .T. nOYAKJN, TEHHlTOHlAL PIlIN'j'ER..
1l'.K I.

2G6

DJ<;"F:l,Ol':r.m~Ts

OF Mll\I::S,

WATI.;R-HlGIIT TO \:SE OF,

appl'O\'ed Fei/rtlal'.}' ~l, ltiill.. and all .)(Ii(;r atl~ and part:;
of acts in cOllflict or inc0llsl::;tent with the provisiulls uf
this act, are hereby repealed.
SEC. 11. Th is act sha.1l take effect and be in force
frolll and aftel' the passage thcI'c01:
Approved Feu1'I1ltl'Y 10, 1tiSl.

WATER-RIGHT TO USE OF.

DEVELOPMENTS OF MINES.

AN ACT

'1'0 HEGHATE THE RIGHT TO THE r8E OF \rATER FOlt
.MI)<I~G, AliIOCUL'l'UHAL. ;'lA::\[FAC'rCj{j~(l, AND
OTHElt PURPOSES,

AN ACT
TO AMEND AN ACT ENTITLED. "AN ACT CONCERNING
RIGH1'S-OP-WAY, EASgMENTS AND OTHEllo NEC.r~
SAHY M gARS FOn THE DEVELOPMENT OF MINES,"
APPIW\TED JANUARY 12th, 1877.

N

.......

Be it enacted by tl~e LegUilat·ive Assembly
tory if Idalw, asfollows:

of the

Terri.

Sli:CTION 1,
Section two of the act concerning rightsof.way, eascments and othel' necessary means for the development of mines, appl'o\'ed J antlary 12th, 1877, if!.
00
amended to read as follows:
Rlght.·nf'WRY
SEC, 2.
\Vhene\,er 11.11\' mine or mining claim, shall
<lid C'l>Cl1lellb. I
'situate
d, t 1Hit f'or tl~1e more COIl\'elllent
"
)e so
enjoyment
of the Game, a road, railroad 01' tramway therefrom, or a
ditch 01' C<'1l1al to convey watel' themto, or a ditch, flume,
cut or tunnel to drain or convey the water 01' ta.ilings
therefrom, or a tunnel or shaft Illay be necessal'Y for the
better wOI'king thereof, which road. railroad, tralll\\'ll,Y,
ditch, clmal, th1ll1e, cut, shaft or tunnel, may require the
use or occupaney of lands or minillg ground, owned, oc·
cupied or possessed by others than the persoll or pel'sollS
or hody corporate, reqniring an easement for ally of the
purposes descl'ibcd, then shall the owners of the mine or
milling claim first above mcntioned, be entitl~d to a
rig-ht-;;r.\\,:l.\·, elltry and posses"ion, 101' all the uses and
privileges 101' sllch road, raiiroad, tramway, ditch, CHlIll}.
flume, ent., shalt, or tunnel, in, l1PQlI, through and ae.r?,;!;
snch other lauds or mining claims, upon compliance With
the provisions of this net.
.
Dr:c. 2. This act shall take effcct li'om and after Its

o

pnf.sage,

Approved .Januar)' 7, 1881.

~Ij'

Be it enacted by the Legislative AIi.yembly of the Territory oj ida/tO, asfoUow8:
SECTION 1.
TIle right to the nse of watel' flowing in
a rin!", cref'.k, c.anon, raville, or other stre-lllll, Illay be
acC) nil'cd by ap)ll'oprialion, Hnd as Letl\"cen ap))1' IpriatiollS How.lllny be
. , III
" laue SIIII. II ,SII 1'Jed
'
' .
' acqulrcd .
Pl'lOl'lty
to t I10 111'0\'181011:;
ot' I
t liS
uet, ~Cl1re the priority of right.
SEV, 2,
The a.ppl·opriatioll In Ilf\t he in p;ood fai th, fOl' API'rnp'!"liflll
~. I
nil". be III
fOil Ie lise f 111 all d I>ellCuCIII.
purpose, nn d WIiCll ollce Vel'- gaud
liliu..
feeted, lIlay be cOIl\-'ertcd 01' clHlIl~ed to any utllel' bClle1icial lise than that orig-inally desigllll.led, 01' tor which it
lIIay 11Il\'e IJcen elllployed.
.
DEC, 3. The appropl'iator, or his or their SIlCCCSSOI'S ill
illterest, mav chan ....e the plHce of di\'el'sioll, if the ri,r1lts API'rolorifl1or
..
..
~
•
•
..::'"1
mny (' \tl1\J!C
ncqulI'e.1 by other,; al'e not tJlel'coy Hltel'tcred WIth, and l.h..",ofdivcr.
II/) illjlll'y to otllel's therefrom results, and Illay ali:o ex- .1011,
tl~l1l1 allY ditch, eallal, flume, pille, 01' othel' cOllllllit, to'
points or places ucyollcl sneh us may have bcen dCciigIlatet!. or fil'st used, I;avillg the rights which lIlay Illl-va
accl'ued prior to such extension.
SEC. 4, A 1)01'5011, cOlllpany, or cOl'poration, desil'ing
to appl'('priate water, lIJust )lost a lIotice in \\'ritill~ ill as :-;olio~"fap
('(~lIs)licllons a place as possihle, at the poin t of ill teuded prol'nalioll.
dl\'~I';;ioH, stating therein: }'irst, the quantity of .\\'ater
windt is intended to be claimed alld di\'crted,gi\'ill~ the
1I1l11llJ(;I' of inches, measurcd Hilder a fi.lllr-incli PI'C';';lll'e,
:t,nd accllrately dcscribillJ.!: the point of its dh'el'~i!)lI.
colld , the ]>lll'pose for whi<:h the BIUllt is cillillied and
llllclided to be used, alld the l'oiut 01' place or slieh illtellded HSC. Third, the 1I1t-1I1l'; wlliell lIrc dC;ji!!,IlCd tu lJe
eillployed 1ur <li\'crting aud cOllducting such ~ratel':;' and

?c

\

\:

\\'.\TEIL-- 1U(;lI'f TO

::!r.s

'VATEIt--lnr.lIT TO "(,SF; OF.

_._--._---_._ --------

_._---

----- - - ----the size or diIllCIlSi.l!I=' of the (lit-ell, c;mal, pil'>C, llnille
,·
\. (".'.py .. 1. t I I~ lJot:i(,c 1I111:H
' <lr
Jh:I'ord uf
otI Icr COIHI 111· t tllcrch)l".
.i
IJvl i n~
with,ill tliC .tilllC n!lowc(1 ill (:;~"t" ,If ~ milling dainl, l~
fU,l'lIliilied lor re(:u,rJ tv the ,_dhcc:r ," the coullty or di,;trlet ",11I)se dilly It /lilly he to \!lake rec(Jrd (If mini ....
claim,,; which said (,fficcr 8hHIl be entiCed to the ~alll~
l". ,..-:: r. ll'
Ii.'cs tiw rcc.:oniillg" liuch noti(:t! lli' lIlay be fixed 1.\" law I\.r
'Cl,nliJlr;.
1'('(!"I'dillg notice of ,\ III illill~ <-Iainl i Prol..,;J(!d, tuat
wllc1I tl.'e 1,101 ice of sucl~ c1ailll
wnler is m:companicd II)'
n ~('scnpll\"c Sl1lTey o! the propo!:'ed \\'~"'k, (lrLy n 111:\1'
of the 1',\nlC, sueh officel' slHllI bc elltltled to the S'"ue
fees as shall be Ilxed by la\\' fUI' recording deeds of COIl'Teyauce,
Apl'lYlpriRlor
SI::C. 5.
,\V'it-hill sixty d'l,YS after the noti(:e is 110stcd
IQ c')IIUUCUC<I
J CI'
I.
I'
. .
,
wurk.
tiC
81ll1nnt 01' liS ul' t Jell' successors III IIltCI'C,;t,lllu."t
commcnce the Illal,jng, di:rgiug, or cOllstl'l1ctillg,ot' tlu:
ditch, cllnal, tinDle, or othel' conduit, hy mealiS Qf ,vhi<:h
it is iutellded to di"et't and eOlldllct the watel';; claimed;
and the wOI'k for the cOlllplete div('rsi(lo and conducting
;;~I~~~,u.n<X! <If of said watc,t's shn~l be pl'~secllt(,.'(l diligently, a.nd withe
out llllllllce,;sary lIlterrnptlf>1l i J>'I'Q-v!ded, that WheJ.l
N
I'll c.J I work canuot be curried on Lv reason ot' UII.
....A
a.voidable natural calleet', snch as the r,tl\te of tlle
weather 01' the action of the clements, the same shall be
resullIed as SOOI, as pnlcticaLle after such canses ot' de~l'
- -- -----_.

t()

o
c.o

nl'e removed,

'~hl\t l.~ enm·

lJivtc dl\·cn:ilon.

-81-'0.
6• •
.. ~

--

B"
"eoml)lete diYel'sion
" liS used in the }a.o;f;
.'
. . " . ' .

sec,tlOn, IS meaut the conducting of the wl\tel's chumed

to the place of intended nse, as described in the notice,
to sneh ot.her place as lllll)' have been adopted! and an
aet.nal Lenefieial use thcl'cot' made,
81w. 7, B.~' It colllpli.U!(,.c with the above conditions
J'~rr"~I~'IIlp- a.J1I1 l'c(}lliremeuts, the appl'opl'ialiull is perfect.ed, and
1''''I,rlo'' ' <I''.,
the J·j!-!;ltt to the use of the waters claimed, which the
ditclt:'cltllal, flullle, or oth(>r conduit is capable of conElf,,,,, tor.
d IIctil"', is hcrchv declal'cd to relate back to the tim.e
of tlll~ i~6lillg of ilotice of c1nilII. ,PrO'ilided, that nothing
ill Ihis ~ection cOlltained 8haIJ be so cunstrued as to relldtw nny pel'".m, OJ' pal'ty, liable to dallJages, or to make
COlHpCIl~HtiulI to allY lIPPI'OPl'jlltOI' t')J' any waters ~sed
pri(1I' to tlte I.i me of II "('.0111 pI etc divel'siou" thtll'Cof, liS
dell ned ill the last l)l'('ccdin~ section.
Il1t"hoo."I<..
Sl>c. K All ditc.:ht'~ , <:;lIJais , and othcl' works hereto)u.'l'1"I ,hll''':
f
UIlU,k
fOl'e lunde, (:.oll~tl'lIet('d or p)'(lI'ided, and by means 0
",ltid, the w;lte"" .. f atlY strcalll Itnl'c ueell di,' crted nnd
apl'li,~cl to a\ly hCllelid;d \Is,', .,hall he tnkell to Imvc se:
l\UI'l'd tlte rigltt to tlte watcl'6 claillled, to the extent of
01'

I

.. -. -._---_. -----_.-
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• lit' 'Ju;Uliil.y which :;aiu works llre c:ll'aille or (,l\lIdlldiJl~, <IwlllOt excL'Cdillg the quantity c1aillle,l, witiwut re::,'-1'.1 hI, Ill' cn'llpli;lIIcc with, tlle reqllil'c1l1cnt~ of thiB act.
• :-::i-:C, 9, III case where any person, C(llllpall,r, 1)1' COl'·
]".rati<lll, han:: heretufore made claim to divcl't t.he w;\lers rlnilll '" <li,:,,~·
,.f :1:1\' ftrcHIII. aud the saUle lU1S not heen 1~II'feitc,l or~~~~c:·~r~'''I'''-C
:.I,allZi.'lllC'-!. lIlI.) lul\'c not, cut, exea\'ated, malIc Ill' COIl!'-trm:t.:,1 the 11I·{'...:;:.,;:!r}' ditch, canal, flume, or vther COIlliuit to carry Iil1eh W,lI.CI'$ and upply the sallie lo a bene-lil'i;ll lI:ie, snch claimant llIost within fonl' llloJltllS from
and after the date of the approval of thi& (\<;t., C()lIIlJ1ellCe
\\"<.rk ill pur::iIHLIlCC of the requirements hereuf, atiU car:I'.)'
the ;;lLllle to completion, or at the expil'Utioll of t.he said
tiJlle, or upon lidlnre to prosecute the work iu the IlHllllle l '
lit-rein reqUired, soch claim "hall cease to be of ally
\'aliditv ail the foundation of a ri,~lrt to the watc!',; {If uny
s,I('h strOll-ill,
Sl':c, 10, A II persons, companies, and coq)ol'lLtiom, !Ught ,,(land
(IWnill~ (II' c1'liming' Ilny lands situated on the hank:; or ill "wnCI·S.
thc vicinity of any stream, shn.1I be entitled to the \1~C (>1'
the waters of sl\ch stream fOl' the plll'}J9se of il'l'igating
the land so held or cla.imed.
S}:q, 11. 'Vhcn any H1C\1 owners (lr <;-lailJlants tu bud 1."",1 ()wncl'3
ha\'e not snfficipnt lel.I.g -thof front!lgc on a ~tr('all! tu ~:~U:t~,~y,
ali;)rd the l'e(J.l\i,:;i~ faU-tor \l-: di~ch; (;<\IIn.I, 0\' o~hcr COIIdllit . on his (lwn premi:i-cs, f<.tr· th\;! pl'oper irrigatiou
tllclW f, Of w\terQ the ~ llIlId prqposed to
il'l'ig;l.ted is
hack 1'ronl theua'iks of stich etl'ealll,,}lld C~Jlln:!Ilicllt
~i-LCilities9therwi~ t~r tIle wat~rillg uf SlIi.tllRIlt}S c:tllJlot
he had, such ownel:s (lrch~imatltsl;lHl-lIbc elltitk~lto a
ri;rllt-Qt:'WII)' thr9\1gh ' the laud;.;. ()fothers, Ii)\' the pllrJ>":'c;; of irr,jg<l.1 ion; PJ'(),vided, that' ilith~} JH;~ki "g, <;,)(1.
t-lrncling,kccping up, and lIli\.jntcllllJlce (If siwh diteh,
",lIIal, 01' cOlluuiqllrtmgh tIle 1:~lIds of uthers, the peri-Oil,
tlllllpallY, 9r curporatiou proc~"Cdil\g u.nder tid" sectioll ,
<111\1 thust;l liucceeding tQ the -iilterestsQf SIH.:h PCl':;;"II,
('( 'llIPHlIJ ,t)r cOIi><)I'<ltlOn; shalll-;eep l>lIch di Idi, e;\I •• tl, or
.. Ihercondnit
be ' liable
. . , iuO'ood
"'-, repair,
.
. al1d shnll nl.;o
. ..
. to'f"k\",peon.
,!ull IU good
II It! OWllcl'sor cIapuants of the lands CI'OS!;C..J I", .';11 el , r~"l\ir.
':"I'k or aq ned 1ICt;,t;,rnll damages wh iell may l;e 1;C(:;l- Liahle for d"m'
~Iqll~'d I,\: the O\'eJil()wthcn:of ilr resnlt fl'<)1lI lillY llc ..lcd l\~C",
<ll'a{T.idcnt(\I;ll~s the salll~'ue unll\'uidaLlc);" ttl ~l,ch
dil~h 01' lIftI\C~JIlCt: .
~l-:(;. 12. In case of the I'cflls:~l of the OWIlCl'sor claitn- \\,h~n ri/!hl·of·
,<Ill 1-,,(1 f <lny Inn dlj t IH'ongII W I'
I or "\.)..j"'lili
,' 1- r,·.. 11..."Ih"
,,,l,
lie II slle·I" d'ItCII, c.:all<l,
other \\'(II'ks are prop,)scd to be nmde 0)' cou::;trllct.eo, to :~);;::i~;'~"::'.'·'
allow the passage thcl'cof~ the PCI'SOJl", CUlJlpany "I' cor-

ue

i

L
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pOI'ation desiring the I'ight,of-way, may prcsent to the
Conllty Com m issiollcrs of the ('.atlnty. a petition describ_
ing the lands to he ,eross~d, the si7.C, of t,lle ditch, canal,
or \\'orb;, the quantity of land reqUIred to be taken, anu
scttin~ t(.ll'th the names of the owners or parties i'nterest,cd 1Il the I,ands to be ~.rot:sed, and pr~}'ing for the ap_
pOllltmcnt of three appraisers to ftscertalll the compensa_
tion to be made to such OWIlCrs or vartics interested,
m1mif"';,,(n.,..
tJl)on the filing- of said petition, the Couut.y COlllm'lS..
u g
\"t! n., H ' t ) ' d
o,r,li"nrill;; pe,' sioners !\hall give notice, by pnblieatior. in a newspa})er
m.o"
awl
' d 'lJl tIle county. or 1'f t Ilere be nOlle,'
poh.'lillll
(Or uJI'
Ul"I'f' t 1lere I.
ue any prllIte
PTAUS<>rs.
by posting snch notice in three of the most public places
in the county, one of which shall be at the conntv seat.
that at. a time llnd place specified in said notice, said peti~
tion will he heard, and sneh appraiscrs appointed, unless
good canse be shown by the parties adversely interested
'vhy the said petition should be denied. Said Ilotie~
shall be pn blished or posted for not less than thirty days
prior to the hearing thereon, and the expenses of the
publication or posting of the same shall be defrayed bv
the v e t i t i o n e r s . '
•
N
SEC. 13. The said appraisers shall, before entering on
Oath o(apthe dllties of tllcir office, tIIke an oath to faithfully and
--IPraisere.
impfl.l,tiaJly perform the duties a.s sllch appraisers, and
make a tl'ue and jnst award of the amount of the compensation to be paid f'or the right-of-way over and nse of
the lands to be crossed by such ditch, callal or other COIlAI pprl\\'Cr.\ 10 duit.
Thev shall hear the alleg-ations and proofs offered
"""l1lllkc
1'r<l"(' ccr- I),Y t. Jle respect.lve
" , partIes,
, an d Itf'tel' vlewllIg
. •
II;nd
t IIe Iall dRan d
tilien(e,
prcmiscs, shall ascertain and certify the compensation
which in their judgment it is jl1!'t and I)l'oper to make to
the parties owning or illtel'ented ill the lands to be crossed
for the use of tbe sall1C, and for damages, if ally, on account of injury to other portions of the tract of land of
aIlY (l\vner or interested party, after making a.lIowance
a.nd dednction for real alld direct benefits which sneh
owner, or party intel'ested will derive from the making
f:uJ,.'w.rir,ti<.n
of such ditch, canal or other wOI'ks. The appl'aisers, or
.lIld
re~:~>r<lillg 'l
ma]'oritv
of them shall subscribe such certificate1 and
01 l:ertlhcn(c.
t
......,
the sa.me sha.ll be recorded in the office of the County
H.ec()I'dcl', ltud npon the payment of the com pensatio n
and d:l.lna!!csj if anY, or the tender thereot' to the proper
pa.rties, or'in the absence of sllch parties li'om tile C('\lut)',
then, u)lon deposit of the amount in the COllnty Treasury
to t.he credit of the said party, the persons, ('.ompany, or
C(lrpomtions, peti tionel's slHlll ha \'e the right of' en try upon
and of way for the proposed ~Jitch, ca.nal or other works,
Cot

.......

o
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Sr:c. 1:1-, All persons, companies alul ('orpurat.ioll>',
QWlling 01' 11I1\'ing the posse~sory title 01: right to l:U1~ls
mlj:\t'l'llt to <1.11;' stream, shall have the n:!!:ht ,to place III
the dl:llll1 •.'1 ,)1, 01' npoll ballks 01' Illarglll of thc same,
1',1111;: 1)1' (JtLL'r Illachines j(JI' the purpose of rai~illg- the
walCr;: th('I'<~"f to a 10\,(,1 au.)ve the haliki.', rNjllisite t,)r the
tlow then',.]' t·) aIJd UpOJl snch adjacent lall(};;; and the
ril!llt'Ot'-W1IJ 0\'';1' and aCl'OSS the lands of others, j(1I' COII(iI'lding- faid wMers, may be acquired ill the Illanller
l'l'e:;cril.ed in the last tW(1 ::;ecti,)ns,
SEC, 15,
'Whcrc the oWl1ers of any slwing, or the Hi;;hl'of-w,'y,
nl'pn'jl\'i<ltor" thereof, 01' of any stream, may dei'ire to
condll(\t the waters thereof to auy lands fOl' purposes of
irri:.::atioll, 01' to any city or town for the nse of the iuhal;itants thereof: or to any factory, or to all,Y distant
place, with the intent to applx the Same to a ueneficial
\lSC, and to accomplish sneh object, it lIlay lie neces:;al'.)'
to cross with ditclles, flumes 01' other conduit, the lands
oWlled or occl!pied hy others tllall the owners or appropriato)'s of such spl'iug or stream, the right-of-\\'a,Y o\'er
and across t.he lands of othet's f'or conducting said water
ma,)' ue acqnired in the manncr prescl'iued ill Sections 12
and 13 of this act.
SEC, ](l,
The owners or constrnctol's of ditches ca- Ditd'~~,,~tr. .. to
•
'
.. he kt!}ft 111 gouti
nals, works, or other a<jucdllcts, and theil' sncce:::sors III repair,
interest, using and employing the same to COII\'cy the
waters of any stream or spring, whether tIle said ditches,
canals, works or aquedllcts be upon the lands OWllcd or
claimed by them, or llpon other lanos, t;]mll carefully
keep and maintain the Sllme, and the elllbllnklllcnts,
flnmet:, or othel' condnit, by which snch watm's are Ot'
lUay be conducted, ill good repail' and condition, so as
;lOt to,dalllageol' in any way injure the pl'operty or pl'emI!;CS of others,
SEC, 1'7,
NotJling in this act containc(1 i;llall be so
cOIIstl'lwd as to intel'fel'e with or ilMt)air the rights to Art,,,ot In in,
\\'~ter appropriated and HC(jllircd pl'jor to the pas:,age of ;;;;:;:·~'i~;:\!:.
tlllS act.; but this I'eservation ill behalf of existill<r riorhtil
EllUl!, not ,exempt snch appropriators from liability as
pro\'ided In the last secti()n,
SEC, 18,
In case the volume of water in any stream
shal} ~ot .?e sufficient to sllpply c.ontinnally the Willits lnsnftidellcv
for 1t'!,lgatlllg- purposes of 1he owners or propricl<!)'s (If ~~~~r.Ply ..I
11l1~d III allY district or nci<rhborhood, in whidl CII811.'1I18
eXIst, for distribntill£r the ~\'aters lln;OI1!!Sl i;neh <I\I'llel'"
or proprict(lJ's, t1l1d<.n: the direction VI' ~mi';crri;;i"," ,,1' perSOilS l'Ccog-nized by tire COllllllllllity iutcrestcd to han: au-

:;i :!

\\'ATER-lU(alT TO

\\",\TWt F.,R

t::<E <IF,

tho!'ih' 111<'1'(';11. \h.~ \\'alel':' Ilil'ITIf',j ,..l:alL ill :'tldl e:I:-I',
lI\' III,j:.1 \<1 hI' a 1:<lIll111<JlI l'i!;lIt. ill 111\.:,(, a(:(·u.;t(lIllt'd to a
parti,:ip:!ti,," ill t!Il.: w;e amI clli<J."lJIcnt "f l'lich di:ilrihil-

li<.II1,

:l1lJ

I'IH:h

CIl;;\OITlS
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"neh ditch, lihall he perf.onldly liable, to anyone filr any
d;unag-e J'eslllting fl'lJlt1 l:'IJch failure, alJd ill addition to
sudl personal liahility. f'tlch damages s1lall he a li(!tt IIpon 511(:h ditch or CHlJa!. wliieh lieu shall cOlltinne ill fVi"ce
IIl1lill'lIelt damllge,", Hl"e paid.
N (I person entitled 1.0 the usc of water from any snch
diteh 0" canal, shall, nnder any circmnstances, use IllOrc l's<' of (':"C",,"
• f'or tIe
1 crnp or .,1 WIllcr.
watel' t I Ian goo d IIllS l Jan d ry SIla Jt reqUIre
crops that he shall cnitivntej-and any pel'son using- an
exec;;s of water, shall be liable to t.he owner or ownCI'" of
sudl ditch or clIllal, /i)r the vallie of snch exccss; ltlJ(1 ill
addition thereto, shall be liable to all damages sllsta~lIed
II';; all)' other person, who wonld have been entitled to
the use of snch excess of water, as fixed by this seelion.
Sec. 20. This aet shaH take eflect and be in fvree
from and after its pass'Lg'e.
Approved .February 10th, 1881.

CIJllfl'lTillg such Cull1111(1I1 ri!;ht in the "aII1C; j>,·fJl';d ...,/.

thi" :;edjlln i'IHlIl llot he cunstrued to atfed allY l,r;II!'
"e~ !l·d ri !,rI I fl'.
SEC. fu. III case lillY person, ~""I11Jl:tnJ, or eol'poratillll' shall lJa\'c cOlIsu'ncted It diteh fur the pmpose (Jj'directillg the water of allY ri\'cr, creek, cafwlI,
l"lwinc, or !;Pl'ill¥;, t(Jr the pl1rpo~c of selling the w1Ikr
thcreof tor i rl'igati II!; Illl rJ>'J~Cs, thc !)\\'lIcrs or eulti nlto!';;
of land nlllllll: the lillc of :wd ('overed by said ditl!h or
canal, sil.dl bc cntitled Itl, alld have tlJC right to t.he 11::','
of water from sHid ditch or canul fiJI' the plll'pOSC III'
irrigatiug s;;tid lalld so oll'lIeu 01' cultil"llted, in till! li,lhmjllg oJ"(lt:r': Fir$l, all pCI';,om; litrollgh whose lalld!'aid ditdl
or clLllal I"11I1S, !>hall be ell titled to tlte u;:;c of tll(~ water
thereof in tile order of their location alollg tllU lille lit'
O,'d~ror rI:rllt Eaid diteh or Cilllal Second -after tliose thl'lItl',lt
to u.."C vf waler.
\dlOse lalld Lho dItch or caual rnns,-those upon eJlIll'r
side of the line of tile ditdl or canal shall be elltitled
to the use of the water Ille1'eof; th(\~e equally di"l.>lllt
fl'olll Ille Iillc of sa.id ditch or callal, shall he (>lItitlcd to
pI·iol'it.,y ill tl.e flrder of t.heir location alollg t.he lillc of
said ditch or cIIllal; Provided, al'!Cay,~, that tIle owners
or culti "atul's of slIch lauds shall pay the nSllal and CtlStomary mie" fur the use of said water. And whcnl!rcr
allY ditch 01' canal has heen constructed for the pnrp()se
of cOll\'eying" water and selling tl,e same for irri:.;atin;;
JllHj1osr::., it sIJ'lll he ulllawful for the oWller or owner:l
ofl3aid ditch or eallnl to changPo the line ofl:iaid ditch or
callal, so :I::' to pl'cn'lIt or intert('l'e with thc nse of water
froln f.,lid t1ilell or ca.n,d, by ltllY one who, prior to tbe
PI'op()scd dlall;,!;e, had lI::;cd wllter 101' in'igating pllrjll.lsl';;
fr(J1Il said ditdl or calla.i. And it is herein' lIIadc the
rln!.\' 01 the (J\\"lIer or (,WllerS of any Silell dit(;h Qr CHllal,
to kcep Ille salllC ill gtlod rcpaiJ·, and to l'anse the wale,'
RI'I'Hir of
dilC!JCS.
to flo\\" tlll'tllI;,!'11 I'!lid dirch or callal to the extellt of its
cap:teil,\', pl',,\-ided t'o milch may he needed, during tIll'
elltire lillie that "'aler may be IlC(Wl"sary ti,r il'l'i;!a!ill;';Jltlrpoi'c:<; alld 1'I'ol'ithd,f"d1U!r, that the .. i\'cl·, creek,
cailon, raville, or l:'prillg frolll wllieh the wate,· if; t!\kCII,
furnishc>'. all :til IOtl ut of WMl'" ~l1flieiellt IiiI' SII(·II purpose,
61l1tjeet. 10 111\: aPl'rnpriatitlll of the (IWller or ,'\\'Ilerli of
~HPI,iy of
I'lleh (lit,·lI III' ("illlaL For a lililttre to call1'oC the \\"akr to
Wfth.:f.
lI"w as at;'l'c:;aid, the (lWllel' oj· owlters, or Je;;;;eef. "f allJ

JI{H1GATj(l~.

::"'"

V\'ATER FOR IIUUGATION.

.......
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.......

AN

ACT

REGULATING THE DlSTRIBUTJO::-l' OF WATER FOR PURPOSES OI<' IRRIGATION.

Be

•

it

by the LI!flislati1.'e Assembly ojthe Ter7'it01'Y qf 1 dalw, as jOl101lJ8:

ell acted

SJoX;l'ION 1. Any vicinity or nei~ltborhood the inhabitants of which use the wate!";; of any ditch, stream,
01' sprillf!, for the pllI'pose of irrigation, or ha,'e, or elaim
a C()lllllJOIl rigitt to the waters of any ditch, stream, or
spring tor such purposes, shall constitue a water district, Water districts.
and a majority of such inhabitants hlLving sl1eil COI11mon right may annually, on the tourth MondllY of
March, at a meeting of snch inhabitants, elect a water W,lIer mMtcr.
master for their district, whose dllties it sliaH be to
superintend the distribution of such wilters among those
havillg silch common )·igltt., OJ" accustomed to pm·tiCipate
ill Stich cmnlllOll IISC. The waler mast.er.of the district,
or jf them be 110 water IlJaRter, or upon 11i8 Jil.ill1re OJ'
neglect 80 to do, allY six rfJ"idellts of the district elltitled
to slich (~OmmOll right, shall give three day't:l pttLlic
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IT're,; .:,:r': , ';:)ot'.t::-;.. ii;,J" t:1O llQCOIJO pf.tt't:t· 1.:3 \,(;out
to C(.i\.1~I(:) n c.'l1'ft1l1t.,:e ditol', to 'ue ~'ti:; u:.ld O'')Il1.ltl'l.l(;tOC., t;·,o C )1,iI'MU
fl{' l'/~.~~oh (itt;ch tEl over Q;lO I~O;rO!ltt t't:e r~llow1.n< c~.:lcr1\;·l1!cJ
hndtl l,alot\i::'t~'.,'~ t,~ 1.'trut ;:·!d't;:.I)!'), to-v1.1::

_.,.,t:,:.,;,

rJt\{ri l'i,I"lt ;J";.l't j,t1il ..:1oo'l:'fl tl'.ut aRlo dr>n1ll-

t:q,;;¢ (liteh be pr'or,lptly OOtn?lotedJ

';I}.\', ';')i,;,Ji",P.:;!':,. In considol'utlon ox' 3~cor.d ,lI:d;·t:r
c::)1'Iplet!'1J,C tho o(,natl'uct1011 of 1l111d d.x·~tnl!.i:~(l d:ttoh thl"O't,l,)1
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(:;1CO of rH',in a1 tch .for (:.1' r. ~ ;\'<;:(1 '!lP::l!:I'~~ "{,. to,,·' i~t,: ':I]' 1.1 t~. 1;~:0
n0001361:JI"'j 1111(",11 U...Jil(;13 ~r\ C;O!!.f.JJ;Jcr:1.'.n tilet'c).'lth~ "irK! h. c(';l,r3i<J'Hi c"t1c,n, tl'~Ol·f>Gt· It hl Ull£';Ol"1tQQ<:'; th·.\'. !HlO':,nn :J.il~t-.,,·JO It itl'
ollt;. u:1i:i,:'Jonscp, 10 t~J Crmr;;t:f"lOt. oitl.JI.)J;1 Ii bI'ldi:;O ~crfJ;fiI i:J:.,j :.:'.
,:Utoh f)r l'~IGl«. III :>t:S!!l'jl~O \H.;; ov<:;;:-' t!,(t ,.~."ta by \130 i.),l.' lit ccv(Jr'r.)d
t;:Le, 3~) flrMt ,In;.I/Cieo :;'/lj,j" ;".. \(\) 11 al"'~"'uI.:lt.i. OVG1' ;~r,1d ,"~tch
':r~f')n t.hfd1.r <~.it.:.il ·~l~rit5.., W!lict-: L)l':'d;::o :~ t.·) 00 1"'t~,)·!,:1:"d:d ; . . ;\c,
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LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR
MONTECITO PARK SUBDIVISION
This License Agreement for Montecito Park Subdivision ("Agreement") is
entered into and made effective thisa(o~day of

f.ebu.ar~

,2004, by PIONEER

IRRIGATION DISTRICT, an irrigation district organized and existing under and by virtue ofthe

laws ofthe State ofIdaho, whose address is P.O. Box 426, Caldwell, Idaho 83606, and
MONTECITO PARK DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, whose address is

701 S. Allen Street, Suite 103, Meridian, Idaho 83642.
DEFINITIONS:

In addition to the other capitalized terms defined herein, this Agreement contains
certain words which shall have the following meanings:
(a)

"Developer" refers to Montecito Park Development, LLC, and any other
person or entity with any legal interest in Montecito Park Subdivision.

(b)

"Pioneer" refers to Pioneer Irrigation District, an irrigation district
organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of
Idaho.

(c)

"Montecito Park Subdivision" andlor "Property" refers to the real property
described in Exhibit A-Vicinity Map, attached hereto and made a part
hereof.
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(d)

"Engineering Plans" refers to the drawings or diagrams graphically
depicting the construction contemplated under this Agreement, which
drawings or diagrams are listed in Exhibit B, attached hereto and made a
part hereof by this reference.

(e)

"Specifications" refers to Pioneer's standard engineering drawings on file
with Pioneer, and the statements describing the materials, dimensions, and
workmanship to which reference is made in Exhibit B.

(f)

"Utility" or "Utilities" refers to those services provided to the
development by private or public entities, including, but not limited to,
telephone, cable, electric, water, sewer, and gas, etc.

WITNESSETH:
WHEREAS, Developer owns that certain real property, situated in the city of
Caldwell, Canyon County, Idaho, commonly known as Montecito Park Subdivision, which
property is situated in the East 112 of Section 23, Township 4 North, Range 3 West, Boise
Meridian, Caldwell, Canyon County, Idaho, as depicted in Exhibit A;
WHEREAS, Developer has subdivided the Property as Montecito Park
Subdivision;
WHEREAS, the Property is located within the boundaries of Pioneer Irrigation
District;
WHEREAS, Developer desires to obtain written confirmation from Pioneer
approving the tiling of a portion of the Canyon Hill Lateral. The tiling ofthe Canyon Hill
Lateral will be completed as specified in the Engineering Plans listed in Exhibit B;
WHEREAS, Pioneer desires to confirm in writing its approval of the tiling ofa
portion of the Canyon Hill Lateral;
WHEREAS, Pioneer desires to obtain an irrigation easement and right-of-way
across the property of Developer as set forth in Exhibit C, attached hereto and made a part
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hereof, for the purposes of conveying water in the Canyon Hill Lateral and for ingress and egress
in order to operate, maintain, and repair the Canyon Hill Lateral;
WHEREAS, Developer desires to grant said irrigation easement and right-of-way
as set forth in Exhibit C, for the purposes of conveying water in the Canyon Hill Lateral and for
ingress and egress in order to operate, maintain, and repair the Canyon Hill Lateral;
WHEREAS, Developer desires to obtain a license from Pioneer for the purposes
of constructing a pressurized irrigation system intake structure within the Canyon Hill Lateral,
and its corresponding right-of-way, as depicted in the Engineering Plans listed in Exhibit B,
which pressurized irrigation system intake structure will be eventually owned, operated,
maintained, and repaired by Pioneer;
WHEREAS, Pioneer desires to grant a license to Developer for the purposes of
constructing a pressurized irrigation system intake structure within the Canyon Hill Lateral, and
its corresponding right-of-way;
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the promises and the mutual benefits,
representations, covenants, undertakings, and agreements hereinafter contained and for good and
valuable consideration received by the parties, which consideration and the sufficiency thereof is
hereby acknowledged by the parties hereto, Pioneer and Developer represent, covenant,
undertake, and agree as follows:
1.

Grant of Licenses. Pioneer hereby provides written confirmation to

Developer of its approval of tiling a portion of the Canyon Hill Lateral as described and depicted
in the Engineering Plans listed on Exhibit B.
Pioneer further provides written confirmation to Developer of its approval of
constructing a pressurized irrigation system intake structure within the Canyon Hill Lateral, and
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its corresponding right-of-way, as depicted in the Engineering Plans listed in Exhibit B, which
pressurized irrigation system intake structure will be eventually owned, operated, maintained,
and repaired by Pioneer;.
The written continnations set forth in this Section shall be collectively referred to
hereinafter as the "Licenses."
2.

Restrictions on Licenses. Developer expressly acknowledges and agrees

that this Agreement does not grant Developer the right to install any property or equipment,
except as may be described in this Agreement, or the right to impair any rights of Pioneer. This
grant of the Licenses set forth in this Agreement is expressly conditioned upon the prior receipt
by Developer of any and all necessary approvals from governmental entities and private parties
for its activities to be perfonned under the tenus ofthis Agreement, and is further expressly
conditioned upon Pioneer's prior written approval of all drawings and plans concerning the
activities to be conducted by Developer under this Agreement.
3.

Tenn of Grant of Licenses. The term of the Licenses shall commence

upon the effective date of this Agreement and shall continue for so long as Developer is in
compliance with the tenus ofthis Agreement. Pioneer reserves the right to revoke the Licenses,
effective upon written notice to Developer, should Developer at any time fail to comply with the
tenus of this Agreement.
4.

Installation and Inspection. Developer or their agents or contractors, shall

perfonu all work contemplated by the tenns of this Agreement in a workmanlike manner.
Developer agrees to assume all responsibility, including general liability and costs, for
construction.
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Any construction or other activities by Developer which may impede or impair
the flow of water may only be performed during the non-irrigation season, which is usually
between November 1 and March 15. Developer expressly acknowledges that, notwithstanding
its assumption of certain responsibilities and receipt of certain rights under this Agreement,
Pioneer does not relinquish its ownership rights in any portion of its facilities.
5.

Grant of Easement. Developer hereby grants to Pioneer a perpetual

easement for the Canyon Hill Lateral, as described in the Engineering Plans listed in Exhibit B
and in the legal description set forth in Exhibit C. This easement conveys and grants to Pioneer
all rights to the described real property for access, operation, maintenance, repair, and
replacement of its facilities, which includes the tiled Canyon Hill Lateral. This easement shall
not be used, unless otherwise herein provided, by any services provided to the Montecito Park
Subdivision by private or public entities, including, but not limited to, the Utilities. Developer
shall prevent such adverse use unless Pioneer grants express written consent pursuant to
Section 7 of this Agreement, as long as Developer owns any real property encumbered by the
easements.
6.

Landscaping. Developer may plant low shrubs and/or grass within the

area of the easements which do not exceed two-feet (2') in height at maturity and which in no
way restrict Pioneer's access to and use ofthe Canyon Hill Lateral, service roads, and paths.
Developer shall not construct or install, or authorize others to construct or install within the area
of the easements any other structures, improvements, or landscaping, including trees, shrubs, or
fences, statues, boulders, rocks, concrete, fences, andlor monuments, other than the landscaping
as more particularly described in this Section. All expenses relating to the landscaping described
herein shall be borne solely by Developer, and Pioneer shall not be responsible for any damage
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to any landscaping caused by its operation, maintenance, andlor replacement ofthe pipeline
within the easement granted hereunder.
7.

Utility Crossings. Developer intends that in the future the Utilities will

construct their respective facilities crossing the Canyon Hill Lateral. Developer shall not allow
such Utilities or any private party to cross any portion of the Canyon Hill Lateral, or otherwise
use or encroach upon Pioneer's irrigation easements, without the express, prior written consent
of Pioneer. Said written consent shall take the form of separate license agreements to be
executed between Pioneer and the Utility or private party seeking to cross the Canyon Hill
Lateral.
In the event that prior to the execution and recording ofthe separate utility license
agreements required under this Section, the Utilities cross the Canyon Hill Lateral via
construction and installation of their respective facilities, Developer shall be deemed to be in
violation of the terms of this Agreement. Ifsuch a violation occurs, within ten (10) days
following service of a written notice by Pioneer of such a violation, Developer agrees to take all
actions necessary to remove all utility or other crossings of the Canyon Hill Lateral, under the
direct supervision of Pioneer and at no cost to Pioneer.
8.

Express Waiver. ill the event that any Utilities or private parties do cross

Pioneer facilities andlor systems, or share in the use of Pioneer's facility andlor system
easements, said Utilities or private parties waive any and all claims against Pioneer, now and in
the future, concerning or arising from Pioneer's water distribution, operation, and maintenance
activities involving Pioneer's facilities and/or systems.
9.

Indemnity. Developer, and any Utility or private party that crosses a

Pioneer facility and/or system or uses Pioneer's easements, agrees to protect, defend, indemnify,
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and hold Pioneer and its officers, directors, employees, members, and agents harmless from and
against any and all liability, suits, losses, damages, claims, actions, costs, and expenses of any
nature, including court costs and attorney fees, arising from or out of any acts or omissions of
Developer, or any crossing Utility or private party, respectively, their agents or contractors,
related to or in connection with their crossing of Pioneer's facilities, use of the easements of
Pioneer, or any activity under this Agreement and the exercise of any privileges or performance
of any obligations by Developer, crossing Utility or private party hereunder.
Furthermore, Developer, and any crossing Utility or private party, agree to
protect, indemnify, and hold Pioneer and its officers, directors, employees, members, and agents
harmless from and against any and all liability, suits, losses, damages, claims, actions, costs, and
expenses of any nature, including court costs and attorney fees, arising from or out of water
quality violations, flooding, or any interruption or interference with the flow of water in Pioneer
facilities and/or systems caused by any act or omission of Developer, any crossing Utility,
private party, or their agents. Such Developer, and any crossing Utility or private party, shall be
responsible for their own actions only, and not the actions of any other party hereunder. Each
party's liability shall be separate only, and not joint.
10.

No Liens. Developer shall allow no liens as a result of any labor

performed or materials supplied in connection with the activities of the Developer, its agents, or
contractors, to attach to the Canyon Hill Lateral or to any adjacent lands held by Pioneer.
11.

Limitations on Liability; Attorney Fees. The parties hereto agree that

nothing herein contained shall be construed to create a joint venture, partnership, or other similar
relationship which might subject any party to liability for the debts and/or obligations of the
others, except as otherwise expressly agreed in this Agreement. No director, officer, staff
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member, agent, or designee of Pioneer shall incur any liability hereunder to Developer, Utility,
or any other party in such person's individual capacity by reason of such person's actions
hereunder or execution hereof. In the event any party hereto shall bring any action to enforce a
breach ofthis Agreement, the prevailing party shall be entitled to recover reasonable costs and
attorney fees from the nonprevailing party.
12.

Professional Fees. Developer agrees to promptly pay all engineering costs

or consulting fees and all legal expenses incurred by Pioneer relating to the negotiation,
preparation, and execution of this Agreement. It is expressly agreed that Pioneer shall not be
responsible for the payment of said costs or fees.
13.

Entire Agreement. This Agreement contains the entire agreement between

the parties hereto with respect to the subject matter of this Agreement. Amendments to this
Agreement shall be made only by written instrument executed by each of the parties hereto.
14.

Binding Effect. This Agreement shall bind the parties hereto and their

respective heirs, personal representatives, successors, and assigns and shall also constitute a
burden upon and appurtenance to the Property.
15.

Severability. If any part of this Agreement is held to be illegal or

unenforceable by a court of competent jurisdiction, the remainder oftrus Agreement shall be
given effect to the fullest extent reasonably possible.
16.

No Waiver. The failure of a party to insist on the strict perfonnance of

any provision of this Agreement or to exercise any right or remedy upon a breach hereof shall
not constitute a waiver of any provision of this Agreement or limit such party's right to enforce
any provision or exercise any right.
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17.

Governing Law. This Agreement shall be construed under and governed

by the laws of the State of Idaho.
18.

Representations of Parties.

(a)

Pioneer. Pioneer represents and warrants that: (i) it is an irrigation district

organized and existing under and by virtue ofthe laws of the State ofIdaho; (ii) it has the
capacity to enter into and perform its obligations under this Agreement; (iii) all organizational
and other actions required to authorize it to enter into and perform this Agreement have been
properly taken; and (iv) this Agreement has been properly executed and delivered by Pioneer and
is valid and binding upon Pioneer in accordance with its terms.
(b)

Developer. Developer represents and warrants that: (i) it is an Idaho

limited liability company; (ii) it has the capacity to enter into and perform its obligations under
this Agreement; (iii) all actions required to authorize the Developer to enter into and perform this
Agreement have been properly taken; (iv) this Agreement has been properly executed and
delivered by the Developer and is valid and binding upon the Developer in accordance with its
terms; and (v) it has obtained all permits, licenses, and acknowledgments required to conduct the
activities to be performed under the terms ofthe Agreement.
19.

Developer's Authorization of Signature. Developer hereby warrants that

the person signing this Agreement has been authorized to do so by Developer.
20.

Notices. All notices, demands, requests, and other communications under

this Agreement shaH be in writing and shall be deemed properly served or delivered if delivered
by hand to the party to whose attention it is directed or, when sent by mail, three (3) days after
deposit in the United States mail, postage prepaid, addressed as follows:
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PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT

P.O. Box 426
Caldwell, Idaho 83606
MONTECITO PARK DEVELOPMENT, LLC

701 S. Allen Street, Suite 103
Meridian, Idaho 83642
Each party may change its address for delivery by written notice in the manner provided herein.
21.

Recording. This Agreement shall be recorded upon execution in the office

of the county recorder for each county in which any portion of the land covered by the
Agreement is located.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have hereunto caused their names to be
subscribed to this Agreement ofthe date first set forth above.
MONTECITO PARK DEVELOPMENT, LLC

PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT

BY~3=~.ov

Donald F. Sayre, President
of its Board of Directors

.

Attest:
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STATE OF IDAHO
County of

../"
A

(Ui...

)

) ss.
)

On this 20 ~ day of
ebnta. ~
, 2004, before me, the undersigned
6Cl3}f]). Y\'\~
, known or
Notary Public in and for said state, personally appered
identified to me to be the
mD-.I'\~~e..(
ofMONTEC 0 PARK DEVELOPMENT,
LLC, an Idaho limited liability comp y, the person who executed the Instrument on behalf of
MONTECITO PARK DEVELOPMENT, LLC, and acknowledged to me that MONTECITO PARK
DEVELOPMENT, LLC, executed the same.

F

th

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official
seal the day and year in this certificate first above written.

NOTARY P;~'i"-,*-,
Residing at -~"'--L-"---'~-=:-++.--r-",,
My Commission Expires _-I-L-!-...!:..-J'-=-+-_

STATEOFIDAHO )
) ss.
County of0.~l~)
On this ~ day of
, 2004, before me, the undersigned
Notary Public in and for said state, personally appe
DONALD F. SAYRE known or identified
to me to be the President of the Board of Directors of PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT, the
person who executed the instrument on behalf ofthe PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT, and
acknowledged to me that PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT executed the same.

Residing at -'--"""""~"--''-=--....::::..-':;;-/--=--=-----;,.-
My Commission Expires -f-J..""---""""-I---"""-"''-
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STATEOFIDAHO )
) ss.
County of C~\fb'rv)
On this ~ day of
, 2004, before me, the undersigned
Notary Public in and for said state, personally app ed NAIDA KELLEHER known or identified
to me to be the Secretary of PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT, the person who executed the
instrument on behalf ofthe PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT, and acknowledged to me that
PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT executed the same.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official
seal the day and ye~M·tHt!'~ificate first above written .
....... ~S M. COp "#.

. ."o~.··..······..~<"##\

:t~ ••
• 7 -:.
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aT"'. ~Y-P-UB--L...L.:.....r:D'-'-'=~O-=-f"'ID=--=-.~-Y)--AR::.J=:

ReSIding at. .~
.L/l'"......a:.""'{!di'-""""~=-_::...;:;..~"+-_---"'~"""-"'--'__
.
r/
My COlllilllsslOn ExpIres
10 ' ;;2/ ~ ::J 00
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EXHIBIT A

Vicinity Map

Exhibit A
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EXHIBITB
Engineering Plans and Specifications
Please refer to the following plans prepared by Earl, Mason & Stanfield, Inc. for Montecito Park
Subdivision, Job No. JYI003:
Cover Sheet, Sheet 1 of25, dated 1122/04
Subdivision Layout, Sheets 2, 2A, and 2B of 27, dated 2117/04
Specifications, Sheet 3 of 25, dated 2117/04
Canyon Hill Lateral Piping, Sheet G 1 of 1, dated 2117/04
Irrigation Plan, Sheet 25 of25, dated 2/17/04
Irrigation Pump Station, Canyon Hill Lateral Inlet Stnlcture, Sheets IPSI
and 2 of2, dated 2/17/04

Exhibit B
BOI_MT2:538436.1
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EXHIBITC
Legal Description of Easement for the Canyon Hill Lateral

Exhibit I
BOI_MT2:538436.1
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FEB.19.2004

11:48AM

& ASSOCIATES

NO. 476

P.2

'l'~. b e..
PROFESSIONAL BNGJNEERS, LAND SURVEYORS & PLANNERS

lEiAJ.U:a. lWrA.OBr" .. •

TELEPHONE: (l08) 454"0256
FAX! (208) 454-0979
Email: rgray@emands.net

314 BADIOl;A. STREET
CALDWELL, IDAHO 83605

FOR;
JOB NO.:
DATE:
RE:

Hubble Homes
JYI003
February 18, 2004
Irrigation E3$ement for Montecito Subdivision
IRRIGATION EASEMENT
FOR THE
CANYON HILL LATERAL

Pennanent easement for the purpose oflocating, establishing, constrUcting, maintaining, and
repairing the "Canyon Hill Lateral", together with the right to excavate and refill ditches and/or
trenches for the location of said lateral along with its apparatus', the right to remove bushes. trees,
undergrowth and other obstructions interfering with the location, construction and maintenance of
said lateral and the right of ingress and egress in, from, to and over said easement for the purpose
of inspecting, maintaining and repairing said lateral.
The perpetual easement hereby given, conveyed and transferred for maintaining, repairing and
operating said lateral is described in general language as follows and as shown on Exhibit "B"
attached:
A variable width strip ofland located in a portion of Lot 1 and Lot 16 of Hillcrest Subdivision as
on file in Book 3 of Plats at Page lOin the Office of the Recorder of Canyon COUllty, Idaho, said
strip also located in the SE 1/4 of Section 23, Township 4 North, Range 3 West, Boise Meridian,
Caldwell, Canyon County Idaho, more particularly described as follows:

Commencing at the NE comer of said SE 1/4, (Bast 114 comer of said section 23), said comer
monumented with a found 5/8 inch diameter iron pin;
Thence N. 89° 37' 22" W., a distance of1331.40 feet along the northerly boundary of said SE 114
to the NE comer of the NW 1/4 SE 1/4, (Center-east 1116 corner of said section 23), said corner
monuIl1ented with a found 5/8 inch diameter iron pin;
Thence continuing N. 89° 37' 22" W., a distance of 665.70 feet along the northerly boundary of
said NW 114 SE 114 to a found 1/2 inch diameter iron pin;

LOCATION:

RX TIME
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8. ASSOCIATES

NO. 476

P.3

EARL, MASON & STAWlIELD,lNC.
PROFESSIONAL ENGlNEERS, L4ND SrJRVEJ'ORS &: l'LdNNElI.S
Pn.&e2e>f4

lrrisntion Easement

Thence leaving the northerlybouncla.ry of said NW 114 SE 1/4, S. 0° 15' 55H W., a distance of
3O. 00 feet to the NW corner of said Lot 1;
Thence continuing S. 0° 15' 55" W., a distance of 14.89 feet along the westerly boundary or said
Lot 1 to a point;
Thence lea.ving the westerly boundary of said Lot 1, N. 56° 06' 30" E., a distance of25.50 feet to a
point;

Thence S. 33 0 S3' 30" E" a distance of 48.00 feet to a point;
Thence S. 56° 06' 30" W., a distance of19,86 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING.

Thence fonowing the most easterly toe or bottom slope of the Canyon Hill Lateral the following
courses and distances;
Thence S, 38° 00' 24" E.} a distance ofl19.70 feet to a point;

Thence S. 47° 51' II" E., a distance of202.55 feet to a point;
Thence S, 44° 47' 19" E" a distance ofZ2Z.83 feet to a point:

Thence S. 38° 07' 4Z" E., a distance of92.55 feet to a point;
Thence S, 36° 19' 42" E., a distance of237, 17 feet to a point;
Thence S. 39° 20' 161) E., a distance of 190.33 feet to a point;
Thence S. 31 0 43; 26" E., a distance of 132.0Z feet to a point;
Thence S. 12 0 39' 39'1 E., a distance of30S.91 feet to a point;
Thence S. 05 0 20 t 11" E., a distance of 118.17 feet to a point;
Thence S. 09 0 59' 09" W., a distance of99.14 feet to a point;

Thence S. 32° 39' 15" W., a distance of 100.97 feet to a point;
Thence S, 45° 46) 59" W" a distance of 361.05 feet to a point;
Thence S. 37° 24' 03" W., a distance of 75.42 feet to a point;

Thence S. 19° 45' 31" W., a distance of56,58 feet to a. point;
Thence S. 13° 24' 05" W., a distance of 198.77 feet to a point on the southerly boUndary of that
certain Record of Survey recorded as Instrument Number 200328200 in the Office of the Recorder
of Canyon COWlty, Idaho;

LOCATION:
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8. ASSOCIATES

1'10.476

P.4

EAlU., MASON & STANPre.tO,lNC.
PROFESSIONAL EN'OJNEERS, LAND SC!Ilm'PRS 4< PJ..I.NNEPS

Pnge30f4

Irrigation Easement

Thence leaving said toe of slope N. 89° 58' 32" W., a distance of 37.06 feet parallel with the
southerly boundary of said SE1I4 and along a portion of the southerly boundary of said Record of
Survey to a point on the westerly boundary of said Record of Survey recorded as Instrument
Number 200328200 in the Office of the Recorder of Canyon County, Idaho;
Thence following the westerly boundary of said Record of Survey recorded as Instrument Number
200328200 in the Office ofllie Recorder of Canyon County, Idaho the following courses and
distances;
Thence N. 17° 30' 32H E., a distance of284.91 feet to a point;
Thence N. 40° 54' 06" E., a distance of257,36 feet to a point;
Thence N. 44° 33' OSH E., a distance of 177,36 feet to a point;
Thence N. 30° 32' 00" E" a distance of 52.60 feet to a point;
Thence N. 14° 06' 34" E., a distance of 52,77 feet to a point;
Thence N. 03° 31' 45" E., a distance of 40.81 feet to a point;
Thence N. 09° 13' 09" W.) a distance of 102.12 feet to a point;
Thence N. 12° 16' 36" W" a. distance of 134.16 feet to a point;

Thence N. 02° 51' 08" W., a distance of112.73 feet to a point of curvature that is tangent;
Thence 138.44 feet along an arc with a radius of230.00 feet to the left with a angle of 34° 29' 13"
and a long chord which bears N. 22° 00' 38" W., a distance of 136.36 feet to a point;
Thence N. 37° 30' 25" W., a distance of 99.49 feet to a point;
Thence N. 45 0 59' 09" W., a distance of123.18 feet to a point;
Thence N, 32° 57' OOH W., a distance of 147,24 feet to a point;
Thence N. 34° 15' 39" W., a distance of 126.85 feet to a point a point of curvature that is tangent;
Thence 211.76 feet along an arc with a radius of750.00 feet to the left with a angle ofl6° 10' 39"
and a long chord which bears N. 41 ° 02' 20" W., a distance of211.06 feet to a point;
Thence N,

49~

07' 39" W., a distance of227,Sl feet to a point;

Thence N. 41 0 08' 12" W., a distance of 111.21 feet to a point;
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EAIU. ~ON & STANFIELD,INC.
PROFESSIONAL eNGINEERS. LAND SVRV!-YOllS & PUNNEJIS
Pase4of4
Irrigation Elisemont

Thence N. 33 0 08' 44" W., a distance of 63.25 feet to a point on the westerly boundary of said Lot
1;
Thence N. 00° 15' 55" E., a distance of9.08 feet along said westerly boundary of said Lot 1 and
the westerly boundary of said Record of Survey to a point;
Thence leaving said westerly boundary of Lot 1 and the westerly boundary of said Record of
SurveyN. 56° 06' 30" E., a distance of38.21 feet to the POINT OFBEGINNlNG.
Also, this parcel is SUBJECT TO all easements and rights-of-way ofrecord or implied.
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EXHIBIT F
TO AFFIDAVIT OF DYLAN B. LAWRENCE
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LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR FRANKLIN INTERCHANGE
lTD PROJECT NO. IM-STP-NH-84-1{043)29
lTD KEY NO. 7795
lTD AGREEMENT NO. _ _ __
This License Agreement for Franklin Interchange (the "Agreement") is entered
into and made effective this

Jtb

day of

@jU&-r

,2006, by and among PIONEER

IRRIGATION DISTRICT, an irrigation district organized and existing under and by virtue of the

Jaws of the State of Idaho, whose address is P.O. Box 426, Caldwell, Idaho 83606; IDAHO
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT, an agency of the State ofIdaho, whose address is P.O. Box

7129, Boise, Idaho 83707-1129.
DEFINITIONS:

In addition to the other capitalized terms defined herein, this Agreement contains
certain words which shall have_ the following meanings:
(a)

"lTD" shall refer to IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT, an agency
of the State of Idaho.

(b)

"Pioneer" refers to PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT, an irrigation district
organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of
Idaho.

LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR FRANKLIN INTERCHANGE - 1
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(c)

"Franklin Interchange" and "Property" refers to the real property
depicted in the Vicinity Map, attached hereto as Exhibit A and made a part
hereof.

(d)

"Specifications" refers to Pioneer's standard engineering drawings on file
with Pioneer, and the statements describing the materials, dimensions, and
workmanship to which reference is made in Exhibit B, attached hereto and
made a part hereof.

(e)

"Utility" or "Utilities" means those services provided to the public within
the boundaries of the Franklin Interchange project by private or public
entities, including, but not limited to, telephone, cable, electric, water,
sewer, and gas, etc.

WITNESSETH:
WHEREAS, Pioneer owns and maintains a system of canals, laterals and drains,
including the Canyon Hi1l Lateral and "A" Drain, for purposes of delivering and removing
irrigation water to and from its landowners, together with easements to convey water in such
canals, laterals, drains; easements for ingress and egress; and easements for the operation,
inspection, maintenance, and repair of the canals, laterals, and drains;
WHEREAS, Canyon Hill Irrigation District owns, operates, and maintains the
Canyon Hill Lateral, at a point approximately 300 feet north ofthe area where Canyon Hill
Lateral crosses Marble Front Road in Caldwell, Idaho, and downstream from the portion ofthe
Canyon Hill Lateral impacted by the construction work contemplated herein;
WHEREAS, ITO owns that certain real property, situated in portions of
Sections 23, 24,25 and 26, all within Township 4 North, Range 3 West, Boise Meridian, City of
Caldwell, Canyon County, Idaho, as more particularly depicted in Exhibit A;
WHEREAS, the Franklin Interchange Project No. IM-STP-NH-84-1(043)29
involves the improvement of a section of Franklin Road (US Highway 20/26) and replacement of
ITO's bridge over Interstate-84 in the City of Caldwell in Canyon County, Idaho;

LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR FRANKLIN INTERCHANGE - 2
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WHEREAS, ITD desires to obtain a license from Pioneer for the purposes of
removing the existing Canyon Hill Lateral box culvert where it crosses beneath Franklin Road
(US Highway 20126) (the "Existing Canyon Hill Lateral Box Culvert"), and replacing the
Existing Canyon Hill Lateral Box Culvert with a new box culvert (the "New Box Culvert")
which will lie beneath the new and improved section of Franklin Road and the new bridge over
lnterstate-84 (the "Buried Canyon Hill Lateral"), as more particularly depicted in the plans,
maps, drawings, and notes listed on Exhibit B;
WHEREAS, Pioneer desires to grant the license to lTD for purposes of removing
the existing Canyon Hill Lateral Box Culvert and replacing it with the New Box Culvert;
WHEREAS, lTD desires to obtain a license from Pioneer for the purposes of
removing the existing "A" Drain pipeline where it crosses beneath Franklin Road (US
Highway 20126) (the "Existing "A" Drain Pipeline "), and replacing the Existing "A" Drain
Pipeline with a sixty inch (60") Class IV reinforced concrete pipe (the "New "A" Drain
Pipeline"), which will lie beneath the new and improved section of Franklin Road, as more
particularly depicted in the plans, maps, drawings, and notes listed on Exhibit B;
WHEREAS, Pioneer desires to grant the license to ITD for purposes of removing
the Existing "A" Drain Pipeline and replacing it with the New "A" Drain Pipeline;
WHEREAS, Pioneer desires to obtain an irrigation easement for the purposes of
conveying and/or removing irrigation water in each of the Canyon Hill Lateral and the
"A" Drain, whether such irrigation facilities are buried or open ditch, and including the portions
thereof which traverse the Franklin Interchange project corridor;
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WHEREAS, ITD desires to grant said irrigation easement for the purposes of
conveying and/or removing irrigation water in each of the Canyon Hill Lateral and the
"A" Drain;
WHEREAS, ITD desires to obtain a license from Pioneer in order to construct,
own, operate, and maintain an eight inch (8") pressure sewer line, a twelve inch (12") storm
sewer line, and a twelve inch (12") pressure irrigation conduit, all of which will cross the Buried
Canyon Hill Lateral at Franklin Road (US Highway 20126) and the new lnterstate-84 bridge, as
depicted in the plans, maps, drawings, and notes listed in Exhibit B;
WHEREAS, Pioneer desires to grant the license to ITD for the purposes of
constructing, owning, operating, and maintaining the eight inch (8") pressure sewer line, the
twelve inch (12") storm sewer line, and the twelve inch (12") pressure irrigation conduit
crossings;
WHEREAS, lTD desires to obtain a license from Pioneer in order to construct,
own, operate, and maintain a twelve inch (12") storm sewer line which will cross the "A" Drain
at Franklin Road (US Highway 20/26), as depicted in the plans, maps, drawings, and notes listed
in Exhibit B;
WHEREAS, Pioneer desires to grant the license to lTD for the purposes of
constructing, owning, operating, and maintaining the twelve inch (12") storm sewer line
crossing;
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the promises and the mutual benefits,
representations, covenants, undertakings, and agreements hereinafter contained and for good and
valuable consideration received by the parties, which consideration and the sufficiency thereof is
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hereby acknowledged by the parties hereto, Pioneer and ITD, represent, covenant, undertake, and
agree as follows:
AGREEMENTS:
1.

Grant of Licenses. Pioneer hereby grants the following licenses to ITD:

(a)

A license for the purposes of removing the Existing Canyon Hill Lateral

Box Culvert and replacing it with the New Box Culvert, in accordance with the tenns and
conditions of this Agreement and as depicted in the plans, maps, drawings, and notes listed on
Exhibit B. It is acknowledged and agreed by the parties that the New Box Culvert will be
maintained by ITD.

(b)

A license for the purposes of removing the Existing "A" Drain Pipeline

and replacing it with the New "A" Drain Pipeline, in accordance with the tenns and conditions of
this Agreement and as depicted in the plans, maps, drawings, and notes listed on Exhibit B. It is
acknowledged and agreed by the parties that the New "A" Drain Pipeline will be maintained by
ITD.
( c)

A license for the purposes of constructing, owning, operating, and

maintaining an eight inch (8") pressure sewer line, a twelve inch (12") storm sewer line, and a
twelve inch (12") pressure irrigation conduit, all of which will cross the Buried Canyon Hill
Lateral at Franklin Road (US Highway 20126) and the new Interstate-84 bridge, in accordance
with the tenns and conditions of this Agreement and as depicted in the plans, maps, drawings,
and notes listed on Exhibit B.
(d)

A license for the purposes of constructing, owning, operating, and

maintaining a twelve inch (12") stonn sewer line which will cross the "A" Drain at Franklin
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Road (US Highway 20126), in accordance with the terms and conditions of this Agreement and
as depicted in the plans, maps, drawings, and notes listed on Exhibit B.
These licenses are hereinafter collectively referred to as the "Licenses."
2.

Restrictions on Licenses.

(a)

Construction. The Licenses are subject to the restriction that no

construction impacting the Canyon Hill Lateral and "A" Drain, including the piped or buried
portions thereof, may begin until November 1,2006, and that all said construction must be
completed prior to March 15,2007. lfsaid construction has not been completed before
March 15,2007, LTD agrees that Pioneer shall be entitled to complete such construction. In
addition, ITD agrees to pay Pioneer liquidated damages in the amount of three (3) times the cost
of completion of such construction within ten (10) days of mailing by Pioneer of a written
demand to lTD.
(b)

Other. ITD expressly acknowledges and agrees that this Agreement does

not grant lTD the right to install any property, utilities, equipment, or other facilities, except as
may be described in this Agreement, or the right to impair any rights of Pioneer or others in the
use of the Canyon Hill Lateral and "A" Drain, including the piped or buried portions thereof.
This grant of the Licenses is expressly conditioned upon the prior receipt by lTD of any and all
necessary approvals from governmental entities and private parties for the activities to be
performed under the terms ofthis Agreement, and is further expressly conditioned upon
Pioneer's prior written approval of all drawings and plans concerning the activities to be
conducted by lTD under this Agreement.
3.

Term of Grant of Licenses. The term of the Licenses shall commence

upon the effective date of this Agreement and shall continue for so long as LTD is in compliance
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with the terms of this Agreement. Pioneer may revoke the Licenses granted hereunder should
ITD at any time fail to comply with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; provided,
however, that Pioneer delivers to ITD written notice of such failure and lTD fails to cure the lack
of compliance within fifteen (15) days of delivery of such written notice.
4.

Installation and Inspection. ITD, or its agents or contractors, shall perform

all work contemplated by the terms of this Agreement in a workmanlike manner. lTD agrees to
assume all responsibility for all construction contemplated under this Agreement, including
general liability and costs for construction.
Any construction or other activities by lTD, or its agents or contractors, which
may impede or impair the flow of water may only be performed during the non irrigation season,
which is usually between November 1 and March 15. lTD expressly acknowledges that,
notwithstanding his assumption of certain responsibilities and receipt of certain rights under this
Agreement, Pioneer does not relinquish its ownership rights in any portion of its facilities andlor
systems.
5.

Grant of Easements. lTD hereby grants to Pioneer a perpetual irrigation

easement for each of the Canyon Hill Lateral and the "A" Drain. These easements convey and
grant to Pioneer all rights to convey andlor remove irrigation water in and through each of the
Canyon Hill Lateral and the "A" Drain, whether such irrigation facilities are buried or open
ditch, and including the portions thereof which traverse the Franklin Interchange project corridor.
These easements shall not be used, unless otherwise herein provided, by any services provided to
the project by private or public entities, including, but not limited to, the Utilities. ITD shall
prevent such adverse use unless Pioneer grants express written consent pursuant to Section 10 of
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this Agreement. It is acknowledged and agreed by the parties that ITD will maintain the New
Box Culvert and the New "A" Drain Pipeline.
6.

Landscaping. lTD may plant low shrubs andlor grass within the area of

the easements granted hereunder, which do not exceed two feet (2') in height at maturity and
which in no way restrict Pioneer's access to and use of its easements, service roads, and paths. It
is expressly agreed that Pioneer shall not be responsible for any damages to any landscaping or
any improvements so planted, installed, or constructed by lTD, or at ITD's request, and reSUlting
from Pioneer's operation, maintenance, replacement, or repair of the Canyon Hill Lateral and
"A" Drain, including the buried portions thereof.
7.

"A" Drain Access Road. Pioneer requires, and lTD agrees, to construct a

fifteen foot (15') wide access road on either side of the "A" Drain (western and eastern
boundaries) (the" "A" Drain Access Road") for purposes of ingress and egress to the "A" Drain.
The "A" Drain Access Road shall be constructed in accordance with the terms and conditions of
this Agreement and as depicted in the plans, maps, drawings, or notes listed in Exhibit B. It is
acknowledged and agreed by the parties hereto that the "A" Drain Access Road will be owned,
operated, and maintained by Pione.er and will lie within the easement granted hereunder.
8.

Canyon Hill Lateral. The parties acknowledge and agree that the Canyon

Hill Lateral will not be operated or maintained by Pioneer for that portion of the Canyon Hill
Lateral which will pass under the roadways constructed in connection with the Franklin
Interchange Project No. IM-STP-NH-84-1(043)29. Instead, this portion of the Canyon Hill
Lateral will be operated and maintained by lTD, which agrees to accept all risks and
responsibilities attendant thereto, as more particularly described in Section 9 below.
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9.

Operation. Maintenance, Repair. and Replacement of the Canyon Hill

Lateral and "A" Drain.
(a)

Operation and Maintenance. Periodically, as part of the routine operation

of the Canyon Hill Lateral and "A" Drain, maintenance of the Canyon Hill Lateral and

"A" Drain is required to ensure their proper function. All maintenance of the Canyon Hill
Lateral and "A" Drain which lies within the boundaries of Franklin Interchange Project No.
lM-STP-NH-84-1(043)29 corridor, shall be performed by ITD, and the cost of such maintenance
shall be borne solely by lTD. Such maintenance shall be performed by lTD at least annually, or
more often as needed. This maintenance agreement between lTD shall in no way effect or limit
Pioneer's ownership of its facilities and/or systems, including the Canyon Hill Lateral and
"A" Drain.
(b)

Repair and Replacement. The plans, maps, drawings, and notes listed in

Exhibit B must be approved in writing by Pioneer prior to commencement of any construction
which will impact Pioneer' facilities, including the Canyon Hill Lateral and "A" Drain. ITD
hereby represents and warrants that the construction contemplated hereunder will be free of
defects in material and workmanship. ITD agrees to replace any portions of the Canyon Hill
Lateral New Box Culvert and New "A" Drain Pipeline which fail due to defects in material,
workmanship, and/or improper installation, or simply because the life of the materials has
expired; provided; however, that lTD obtains the written approval of Pioneer or Pioneer's
engineering agent prior to commencement by lTD of any repair or replacement of the Canyon
Hill Lateral and "A" Drain.
(c)

Pioneer's Obligations Concerning Maintenance, Repair or Replacement.

In the event that ITD fails to perform annual maintenance, or fails to repair or replace the
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Canyon Hill Lateral and "A" Drain as needed, Pioneer may elect to perform the obligations of
ITD; provided, however, that Pioneer delivers to ITD written notice of such failure and lTD fails
to cure the lack of compliance within thirty (30) days of delivery of such written notice, unless
an emergency dictates otherwise. An emergency would exist if either the Canyon Hill Lateral or
"A" Drain were damaged such that they present an imminent danger or threatens loss of life,
severe damage to property, or loss of irrigation services. If Pioneer elects to perform lTD's
obligations, lTD shall cooperate in providing non-monetary assistance to Pioneer in obtaining
access to and through the Property, including the Canyon Hill Lateral and "A" Drain, and
adjacent property for purposes of such maintenance, repair, or replacement work. Additionally,
all costs and/or fees associated therewith shall be the sole responsibility of lTD. Moreover,
Pioneer shall be entitled to litigate to collect such costs and fees if lTD fails or refuses to
reimburse such costs and fees incurred by Pioneer. It is expressly agreed that Pioneer shall not
be responsible for any damage to any landscaping, improvements, and/or roadways caused by its
performance ofITD's obligations (maintenance, repair, or replacement of the Canyon Hill
Lateral and "A" Drain) as set forth herein.
Cd)

Notice. In the event that Pioneer elects to perform the obligations ofITD

as set forth above, with the exception of an emergency situation, Pioneer shall provide ITD with
seven (7) days prior written notice so as to allow ITO to make arrangements for the appropriate
traffic controls or related provisions. In the event of an emergency, Pioneer shall provide notice
to lTD in accordance with Section 2.6 entitled "Emergency Repair and Maintenance" ofITD's
Utility Accommodation Policy, July 2003 Edition.
10.

Utility Crossings. Unless ITD has previously disclosed utility locations by

providing plans fully depicting the utility locations through a utility plan or a joint trench utility
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plan, lTD shall not allow any Utilities or any private party to cross any portion of the Canyon
Hill Lateral and "A" Drain, or otherwise use or encroach upon Pioneer's irrigation easements,
without the express written consent of Pioneer. Said written consent may take the form of an
addendum to this existing Agreement or, Pioneer, in its discretion, may require that separate
license agreements be executed between Pioneer and the Utility or private party seeking to cross
the Canyon Hill Lateral and "A" Drain. Where other Utilities or private parties will be crossing
Pioneer facilities and/or systems, those Utilities or private parties are required signatories of this
Agreement, in addition to the lTD, unless this requirement is waived in writing by Pioneer.

In the event that lTD has not provided utility plans and asserts that no Utility or
private party will be crossing a Pioneer facility and/or system, the lTD shall present to Pioneer
proof of this fact in one of the following forms:
(a)

title report confirming that no other easements have been granted and
recorded as of the date of recording of this Agreement, or

(b)

signed writings from the individual Utilities serving the development
stating that they will not be crossing a Pioneer facility and/or system.

Absolutely no construction may proceed until said lTD or Utilities have met these
siting/crossing requirements to the satisfaction of Pioneer.
11.

Prohibition of Stormwater Discharge Outlets into Facilities.

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this Agreement, the plans, maps,
drawings, and notes listed in either Exhibit B or prepared in connection with the Franklin
Interchange Project No. IM-STP-NH-84-1 (043 )29, or ancillary documents thereto, it is
acknowledged and agreed by the parties hereto that Pioneer does not approve, authorize, permit,
allow, or accept, and TTD shall not construct or allow construction of any facilities to conveyor
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allow any stonnwater discharge into any facility owned, operated, and/or maintained by Pioneer,
whether it be a canal, lateral, drain or other ditch.
12.

Express Waiver. In the event that any Utilities or private parties do cross

Pioneer facilities and/or systems, or share in the use of Pioneer's facility and/or system perpetual
easements, said Utilities or private parties waive any and all claims against Pioneer, now and in
the future, concerning or arising from Pioneer's water distribution, operation, and maintenance
activities involving its facilities and/or systems.
13.

Indemnity. ITO, and any Utility or private party that crosses a Pioneer

facility and/or system or uses Pioneer's easements, agrees to protect, defend, indemnify, and
hold Pioneer and its officers, directors, employees, members, and agents harmless from and
against any and all liability, suits, losses, damages, claims, actions, costs, and expenses of any
nature, including court costs and attorney fees, arising from or out of (a) any acts or omissions of
ITO, any crossing Utility or private party, their agents, or contractors related to or in connection
with their crossing of Pioneer's facilities and/or systems; (b) use of the perpetual easements of
Pioneer; (c) any other activity under this Agreement; and (d) the exercise of any privileges or
performance of any obligations by ITO, any crossing Utility, or private party hereunder.
Furthermore, ITO, and any crossing Utility or private party, agrees to protect,
indemnify, and hold Pioneer and its officers, directors, employees, members, and agents
harmless from and against any and all liability, suits, losses, damages, claims, actions, costs, and
expenses of any nature, including court costs and attorney fees, arising from or out of water
quality violations, flooding, or any interruption or interference with the flow ofwaterin Pioneer
facilities and/or systems, including, but not limited to the Canyon Hill Lateral, caused by any act
or omission of ITO, and any crossing Utility, plivate party, or their agents. Any party (ITO,
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crossing Utility, or private party) who violates any provision of this Agreement has effectively
waived any and all claims, now and in the future, against Pioneer, its officers, directors,
employees, members, and agents regarding the matters governed by this Agreement.
Additionally, ITO agrees to protect, indemnify, defend, and hold Pioneer harmless
from any and all claims resulting from ITO's assumption of maintenance responsibilities for the
Canyon Hill Lateral as provided for herein.
14.

No Liens. ITD shaH allow no liens as a result of any labor performed or

materials supplied in connection with his activities to attach to the Canyon Hill Lateral and "A"
Drain, or to any adjacent lands held by Pioneer.
15.

Permits. lTD represents that it has obtained all permits, licenses, and

acknowledgments required to conduct the activities to be performed under the terms of the
Agreement. Additionally, ITD shall deliver to counsel for Pioneer a copy of a Clean Water Act
Section 404 Permit or non-jurisdictional determination (waiver) from the United States Army
Corps of Engineers prior to commencement of construction affecting Pioneer's facilities,
including the Canyon Hill Lateral and "A" Drain. The parties hereby recognize and agree that
this Agreement will not be executed by Pioneer and recorded until counsel for Pioneer is in
receipt of the appropriate Section 404 Permit or non-jurisdictional determination.
16.

Federal-Aid Policy Guide. lTD acknowledges that this Agreement is part

of a Federal Aid Highway Project and, as such, ITO agrees that it is bound by 23 CFR 645,
which is incorporated herein by reference.
17.

Limitations on Liability; Attorney Fees. The parties hereto agree that

nothing herein contained shall be construed to create a joint venture, partnership, or other similar
relationship which might subject any party to liability for the debts and/or obligations of the
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others, except as otherwise expressly agreed in this Agreement. No director, officer, staff
member, agent, or designee of Pioneer shall incur any liability hereunder to ITD, crossing Utility
or private party, or any other party in such person's individual capacity by reason of such
person's actions hereunder or execution hereof. In the event any party hereto shall bring any
action to enforce a breach of this Agreement, the prevailing party shall be entitled to recover
reasonable costs and attorney fees from the nonprevailing party, including any costs and attorney.
fees on appeal.
18.

Professional Fees. lTD agrees to promptly pay all engineering costs and

legal expenses incurred for the benefit of Pioneer relating to the negotiation, preparation, and
execution of this Agreement. It is expressly agreed that Pioneer shall not be responsible for the
payment of said costs or fees.
19.

Entire Agreement. This Agreement contains the entire agreement between

the parties hereto with respect to the subject matter ofthis Agreement. Amendments to this
Agreement shall be made only by written instrument executed by each of the parties hereto.
20.

Binding Effect. This Agreement shall bind the parties hereto and their

respective heirs, personal representatives, successors, and assigns and shall also constitute a
burden upon and appurtenance to the Property.
21.

Severability. If any part of this Agreement is held to be illegal or

unenforceable by a court of competent jurisdiction, the remainder of this Agreement shall be
given effect to the fullest extent reasonably possible.
22.

No Waiver. The failure of a party to insist on the strict performance of

any provision of this Agreement or to exercise any right or remedy upon a breach hereof shall
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not constitute a waiver of any provision ofthis Agreement or limit such party's right to enforce
any provision or exercise any right.
23.

Governing Law. This Agreement shall be construed under and governed

by the laws of the State ofIdaho.
24.

Representations of Parties.

(a)

Pioneer. Pioneer represents and warrants that: (i) it is an irrigation district

organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws ofthe State ofIdaho; (ii) it has the
capacity to enter into and perform it's obligations under this Agreement; (iii) all organizational
and other actions required to authorize it to enter into and perform this Agreement have been
properly taken; and (iv) this Agreement has been properly executed and delivered by Pioneer and
is valid and binding upon Pioneer in accordance with its terms.
(b)

ITD. lTD represents and warrants that: (i) it is an agency of the State of

Idaho; (ii) it has the capacity to enter into and perform its obligations under this Agreement;
(iii) all actions required to authorize ITD to enter into and perform this Agreement have been
properly taken; (iv) this Agreement has been properly executed and delivered by lTD and is
valid and binding upon lTD in accordance with its terms; and (v) it has obtained all permits,
licenses, and acknowledgments required to conduct the activities to be performed under the
terms of the Agreement.
25.

Notices. All notices, demands, requests, and other communications under

this Agreement shall be in writing and shall be deemed properly served or delivered if delivered

by hand to the party to whose attention it is directed or, when sent by mail, three (3) days after
deposit in the United States mail, postage prepaid, addressed as follows:
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PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT

P.O. Box 426
Caldwell, Idaho 83606
Telephone: (208) 459-3617; Facsimile: (208) 459-4491
IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT

Regional Engineer, District 3
15430 Highway 44
Caldwell, Idaho 83605
Telephone: (208) 459-7429; Facsimile: (208) 334-8917
Each party may change its address for delivery by written notice in the manner
provided herein.
26.

lTD's Authorization of Signature. lTD hereby warrants that the persons

signing this Agreement have been authorized to do so by lTD.
27.

Recording. This Agreement shall be recorded upon execution in the office

of the county recorder ror each county in which any portion of the land covered by the
Agreement is located.
[Signature Page Follows1
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have hereunto caused their names to be
subscribed to this Agreement of the date first set forth above.

RECOMMENDED TO ITD:

BY:~
0( dI~~
Written Name pI'" It¥:
Shal1l1fclkl

ITD D/3 District Engineer
APPROVED lTD LEGAL

Attest:
By Lr!:.(l, ~I\~
Written Narne~~
Its Secretary
PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT

By________________

~

__________

Alan Newbill, President
of its Board of Directors
Attest:

Naida Kelleher, Secretary
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have hereunto caused their names to be
subscribed to this Agreement of the date first set forth above.
IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT

By____________________________
Written Name
lTD Assistant Chief Engineer

----------------

RECOMMENDED TO lTD:
By: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Written Name
lTD D/3 District Engineer

----------------

APPROVED lTD LEGAL
By: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Written Name
Deputy Attorney General

---------------

Attest:
By___________________
Written Name_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Its Secretary
PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT

ByQ(bN)

(1JAMa2

Alan Newbill, President
of its Board of Directors
Attest:
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STATE OF IDAHO
)
\
) ss.
County of _-,f-"'~G""",l",,,,ClJ=--_)
On this w-l-h.
. day of
c_~, 2006, before me, the undersigned
Notary Public in and for said state, personall appeared
I ,woe 0 '1-hl)OC'CIS, known or
identified to me to be the Assistant Chief Engineer of IDAHO TRANSPORT ATION DEPARTMENT,
the person who executed the instrument on behalf of the IDAHO TRANSPORT ATION
DEPARTMENT, and acknowledged to me that IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT,
executed the same.
W.~l.l~ESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official
seal the da¥~a'ii'~lin'trrr~J.tertificate first above written,
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OT RY PUBLIC FOR _---"'';--_ _
Residing at
J~dLU .C\JrJ-tl .)
My Commission Expires 1211CO
10

C

Iio

#••, ........., , '

STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss.
)
County of Canyon
On this _ _ day of
, 2006, before me, the
undersigned Notary Public in and for said state, personally appeared ALAN NEWBILL, known or
identified to me to be the President of the Board of Directors of PIONEER IRRIGATION
DISTRICT, the person who executed the instrument on behalf of the PIONEER IRRIGATION
DISTRICT, and acknowledged to me that PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT executed the same.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official
seal the day and year in this certificate first above written.

NOTARY PUBLIC FOR IDAHO
Residing at _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
My Commission Expires _ _ _ _ _ __
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STATE OF IDAHO
County of

)
) ss.
)

On this _ _ day of
, 2006, before me, the undersigned
Notary Public in and for said state, personally appeared
,known or
identified to me to be the Assistant Chief Engineer of IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT,
the person who executed the instrument on behalf of the IDAHO TRANSPORTATION
DEPARTMENT, and acknowledged to me that IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT,
executed the same.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official
seal the day and year in this certificate first above written.

NOTARY PUBLIC FOR _ _ _ __
Residing at _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
My Commission Expires - - - - - - -

STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss.
County of Canyon
)
On this r"l+h day of ·A·IA~Ll.~-L
,2006, before me, the
undersigned Notary Public in and for said st te, personally appeared ALAN NEWBILL, known or
identified to me to be the President ofthe Board of Directors of PIONEER IRRIGATION
DISTRICT, the person who executed the instrument on behalf of the PIONEER IRRIGATION
DISTRICT, and acknowledged to me that PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT executed the same.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official
seal the day and year in this certificate first above written.

NO!~Y PU~LI~ FOR IDAHq

Resldmg at V. 2(J l./ltJ (ill Q ho
My Commission Expir~s 171M /~)(JIQ
/

7
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STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss.
)
County of Canyon

h day of ··ALt~Llst
On this
,2006, before me, the
undersigned Notary Public in and for said tate, personally appeared NAIDA KELLEHER, known
or identified to me to be the Secretary of PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT, the person who
executed the instrument on behalf of the PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT, and acknowledged to
me that PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT executed the same.

1+

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official
seal the day and year in this certificate first above written.
.
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Vicinity Map
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IDAHO

TRANSPORT A TION DEPARTMENT

•
PLAN AND PROFILE OF PROPOSED

INTERST ATE 84
FEDERAL AID PROJECT NO. IM-STP-NH-84-1(043)29
KEY NO. 7795

CANYON COUNTY
MAY, 2006
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EXHIBITB
Plans and Specifications
Please refer to the following plans prepared by W &H Pacific for ITO, for the
Franklin Interchange Project, Project No. IM-STP-NH-84-1(043)29:
Irrigation Pipe Summary, Sheet 43 of297, signed by Kenneth C. Colson,
dated 6/9/06
Project Plan Sheet, Sheet 60 of 297, signed by Kenneth C. Colson, dated 3/31/06
Notes, Sheet 61 of297, signed by Kenneth C. Colson, dated 5/8/06
Project Profile Sheet, Sheet 62 of 297, signed by Kenneth C. Colson,
dated 7/25/06
Unnamed Sheet, Sheet 69 of297, signed by Kenneth C. Colson, dated 7/25/06
Notes, Sheet 70 of297, signed by Kenneth C. Colson, dated 7/25/06
Project Profile Sheet, Sheet 71 of 297, signed by Kenneth C. Colson,
dated 7/25/06
Unnamed Sheet, Sheet 72 of 297, signed by Kenneth C. Colson, dated 6/9/06
Notes, Sheet 73 of297, signed by Kenneth C. Colson, dated 6/9/06
Project Profile Sheet, Sheet 74 of 297, signed by Kenneth C. Colson, dated 6/9/06
Miscellaneous Detail Sheet, Sheet 125 of297, signed by Kenneth C. Colson,
dated 3/31/06
Miscellaneous Detail Sheet, Sheet 126 of297, signed by Brett R. Broadhead,
dated 2/24/06
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EXHIBIT G
TO AFFIDAVIT OF DYLAN B. LAWRENCE
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Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, Rock &
Fields, Chartered
101 S. Capitol Boulevard, 10th Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701-0829
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LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR SKYWAY DEVELOPMENT
This License Agreement for Skyway Development ("Agreement") is entered into
and made effective this

1/-11.

day of

;.:.~~

,2005, by and among PIONEER

IRRIGATION DISTRICT, an irrigation district organized and existing under and by virtue of the

laws of the State of Idaho, whose address is P.O. Box 426, Caldwell, Idaho 83606; CITY OF
CALDWELL, a municipal corporation of the State of Idaho, whose address is 621 Cleveland

Blvd., Caldwell, Idaho 86305; and FREEHOLD DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company, whose address is 357 K Amity, Meridian, Idaho 83642.
DEFINITIONS:
In addition to the other capitalized terms defined herein, this Agreement contains
certain words which shall have the following meanings:
(a)

"City" refers to CITY OF CALDWELL, a municipal corporation of the State
of Idaho.

(b)

"Freehold Development" refers to FREEHOLD DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability company.

(c)

"Pioneer" refers to PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT, an irrigation district
organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of
Idaho.

(d)

"Property" refers to the real property depicted in Exhibit A-Vicinity Map,
attached hereto and made a part hereof.

LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR SKYWAY DEVELOPMENT - 1
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(e)

"Specifications" refers to Pioneer's standard engineering drawings on file
with Pioneer, and the statements describing the materials, dimensions, and
workmanship for the construction to which reference is made in Exhibit B,
attached hereto and made a part hereof.
WITNESSETH:

WHEREAS, Pioneer owns and maintains a system of canals, laterals and drains,
including the Canyon Hill Lateral, also known as the 500 Lateral (herein the "Canyon Hill
Lateral"), for purposes of delivering and removing irrigation water to and from its landowners,
together with easements to convey water in such canals, laterals, drains; easements for ingress
and egress; and for the operation, inspection, maintenance, and repair of the canals, laterals, and
drains;
WHEREAS, the City owns that certain real property, situated in a portion of the
Southwest Quarter of the Northwest Quarter, Section 25, Township 4 North, Range 3 West,
Boise Meridian, City of Caldwell, Canyon County, Idaho;
WHEREAS, the Property is located within the boundaries of Pioneer Irrigation
District; .
WHEREAS, the City andlor Freehold Development will be constructing, owning,
operating, and maintaining a pumpstation for a City owned and operated pressurized irrigation
system providing pressurized irrigation to the Skyway Development, a commercial development
located adjacent to the Property in Caldwell, Canyon County, Idaho;
WHEREAS, the City and/or Freehold Development desires to obtain a license
from Pioneer for the purposes of constructing a pressurized irrigation system intake structure
within the Canyon Hill Lateral and its corresponding right-of-way; a weir box which will lie
within Pioneer's easement and right-of-way for the Canyon Hill Lateral; and a fourteen inch

LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR SKYWAY DEVELOPMENT - 2
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(14") PVC delivery pipe from the intake structure to the weir box, all of which will be owned,
operated, and maintained by Pioneer;
WHEREAS, Pioneer desires to grant a license to the City andlor Freehold
Development for the purposes of constructing the pressurized irrigation system intake structure,
weir box and fourteen inch (14") PVC delivery pipe;
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the promises and the mutual benefits,
representations, covenants, undertakings, and agreements hereinafter contained and for good and
valuable consideration received by the parties, which consideration and the sufficiency thereof is
hereby acknowledged by the parties hereto, Pioneer, the City, and Freehold represent, covenant,
undertake,· and agree as follows:
AGREEMENTS:
1.

Grant of License. Pioneer hereby grants a license to the City andlor

Freehold Development for the purpose of constructing: (i) a pressurized irrigation system intake
structure within the Canyon Hill Lateral and its corresponding right-of-way; (ii) a weir box
which will lie within Pioneer's easement and right-of-way for the Canyon Hill Lateral; and (iii) a
fourteen inch (14") PVC delivery pipe from the intake structure to the weir box, all of which will
be owned, operated, and maintained by Pioneer, and which shall be constructed in accordance
with and as depicted in the plans, maps, drawings, and notes listed in Exhibit B. It is
acknowledged and agreed by the parties that Pioneer shall only operate and maintain the intake
structure, weir box, and fourteen inch (14") PVC delivery pipe, and that Pioneer's operation and
maintenance responsibility shall terminate at the weir box, and shall not include the fourteen inch
(14") PVC delivery pipe from the weir box to the pumpstation or the eighteen inch (18") PVC
overflow waste line which eventually empties into the "A" Drain, which waste line shall only
convey irrigation waste water.
LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR SKYWAY DEVELOPMENT - 3
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2.

Restrictions on License. The License is subject to the restriction that no

construction impacting the Canyon Hill Lateral may begin until November 1, 2004, and that all
said construction must be completed prior to March 15,2005. Any work not completed by
March 15,2005, shall be suspended until November 15,2005. The City and Freehold
Development expressly acknowledge and agree that this Agreement does not grant the City and
Freehold Development the right to install any property, utilities, equipment, or other facilities,
except as may be described in this Agreement, or the right to impair any rights of Pioneer or
others in the use of the Canyon Hill Lateral. This grant of the License is expressly conditioned
upon the prior receipt by the City of any and all necessary approvals from governmental entities
and private parties for the activities to be perfonned under the terms of this Agreement, and is
further expressly conditioned upon Pioneer's prior written approval of all drawings and plans
concerning the activities to be conducted by City and/or Freehold Development under this
Agreement.
3.

Tenn of Grant of License. The tenn of the License shall commence upon

the effective date of this Agreement and shall continue for so long as the City and/or Freehold
Development are in compliance with the tenns of this Agreement. Pioneer may revoke the
License granted hereunder should the City and/or Freehold Development at any time fail to
comply with the tenns and conditions of this Agreement; provided, however, that Pioneer
delivers to the City and/or Freehold Development written notice of such failure and the City
and/or Freehold Development fails to cure the lack of compliance within thirty (30) days of
delivery of such written notice.
4.

Installation and Inspection. The City and/or Freehold Development,

following execution of this Agreement by the parties and subject to the time limitations set forth
herein, may commence the construction contemplated under this Agreement and as described in
LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR SKYWAY DEVELOPMENT - 4
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the plans, maps, drawings, and notes referenced in Exhibit B. The City, Freehold Development,
or its agents or contractors, shall perform all work contemplated by the terms ofthis Agreement
\

in a workmanlike manner. The City andlor Freehold Development agrees to assume all
responsibility for all construction contemplated under this Agreement, including general liability
and costs for construction.
Any construction or other activities by the City andlor Freehold Development
which may impede or impair the flow of water may only be performed during the non-irrigation
season, which is usually between November 1 and March 15. The City andlor Freehold
Development expressly acknowledge that, notwithstanding its assumption of certain
responsibilities and receipt of certain rights under this Agreement, Pioneer does not relinquish its
ownership rights in any portion of its facilities and/or systems.
5.

Warranties. The plans, maps, drawings, and notes listed in Exhibit B must

be approved in writing by Pioneer prior to commencement of any construction which will effect
the Canyon Hill Lateral. Freehold DeVelopment hereby represents and warrants that the
construction contemplated hereunder will be free of defects in material and workmanship.
Freehold Development agrees to replace any portions of the inlet structure and weir box which
lie within the Canyon Hill Lateral which fail due to defects in material, workmanship, or
improper installation for a period comprising of two years from the date of final inspection of the
construction by Pioneer or Pioneer's engineering agent.
6.

Indemnity. The City and Freehold Development each agree to protect,

defend; indemnify, and hold Pioneer and its officers, directors, employees, members, and agents
harmless from and against any and all liability, suits, losses, damages, claims, actions, costs, and
expenses of any nature, including court costs and attorney fees, arising from or out of (a) any
acts or omissions ofthe City, Freehold Development, their agents, or contractors related to or in
LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR SKYWAY DEVELOPMENT - 5
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connection with their crossing of Pioneer's facilities and/or systems; (b) use of the perpetual
easements of Pioneer; (c) any other activity under this Agreement; and (d) the exercise of any
privileges or perfonnance of any obligations by the City and Freehold Development hereunder.
Furthermore, the City and Freehold Development each agree to protect,
indemnify, and hold Pioneer and its officers, directors, employees,'members, and agents
harmless from and against any and all liability, suits, losses, damages, claims, actions, costs, and
expenses of any nature, including court costs and attorney fees, arising from or out of water
quality violations, flooding, or any interruption or interference with the flow of water in Pioneer
facilities and/or systems caused by any act or omission of the City or Freehold Development, or
their agents. The City and Freehold Development shall be responsible for their own actions
only, and not the actions of any other party hereunder, and each party's liability shall be separate
only, and not joint. Any party who violates any provision of this Agreement has effectively
waived any and all claims, now and in the future, against Pioneer, its officers, directors,
employees, members, and agents regarding the matters governed by this Agreement.
7.

No Liens. The City a..'ld/or Freehold Development, shall allow no liens as

a result of any labor performed or materials supplied in connection with the City's activities to
attach to the Canyon Hill Lateral, or to any adjacent lands held by the District.
8.

Permits. The City represents that it has obtained all permits, licenses, and

acknowledgments required to conduct the activities to be performed under the terms of the
Agreement. Additionally, the City shall deliver to counsel for Pioneer a copy of a Clean Water
Act Section 404 Permit or non-jurisdictional determination (waiver) from the United States
Army Corps of Engineers prior to commencement of construction affecting Pioneer's facilities,
including the Canyon Hill Lateral. The parties hereby recognize and agree that this Agreement

LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR SKYWAY DEVELOPMENT - 6
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will not be executed by Pioneer and recorded until counsel for Pioneer is in receipt of the
appropriate Section 404 Permit or non-jurisdictional determination.
9.

Limitations on Liability; Attorney Fees. The parties hereto agree that

nothing herein contained shall be construed to create a joint venture, partnership, or other similar
relationship which might subject any party to liability for the debts andlor obligations ofthe
others, except as otherwise expressly agreed in this Agreement. No director, officer, staff
member, agent, or designee of Pioneer shall incur any liability hereunder to the City and
Freehold Development, or any other party in such person's individual capacity by reason of such
person's actions hereunder or execution hereof. In the event any party hereto shall bring any
action to enforce a breach of this Agreement, the prevailing party shall be entitled to recover
reasonable costs and attorney fees from the nonprevailing party, including any costs and attorney
fees on appeal.
10.

Professional Fees. Freehold Development agrees to promptly pay all

outstanding, unpaid, and unbilled legal expenses incurred for the benefit of Pioneer relating to
the negotiation, preparation, and execution ofthis Agreement. It is expressly agreed that Pioneer
shall not be responsible for the payment of said costs or fees.
11.

Entire Agreement. This Agreement contains the entire agreement between

the parties hereto with respect to the subject matter of this Agreement. Amendments to this
Agreement shall be made only by written instrument executed by each of the parties hereto.
12.

Binding Effect. This Agreement shall bind the parties hereto and their

respective heirs, personal representatives, successors, and assigns and shall also constitute a
burden upon and appurtenance to the Property.

LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR SKYWAY DEVELOPMENT-7
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13.

Severability. If any part of this Agreement is held to be illegal or

unenforceable by a court of competent jurisdiction, the remainder of this Agreement shall be
given effect to the fullest extent reasonably possible.
14.

No Waiver. The failure of a party to insist on the strict performance of

any provision of this Agreement or to exercise any right or remedy upon a breach hereof shall
not constitute a waiver of any provision of this Agreement or limit such party's right to enforce
any provision or exercise any right.
15.

Governing Law. This Agreement shall be construed under and governed

by the laws of the State of Idaho.
16.

Representations of Parties.

(a)

Pioneer. Pioneer represents and warrants that: (i) it is an irrigation district

organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State ofIdaho; (ii) it has the
capacity to enter into and perform it's obligations under this Agreement; (iii) all organizational
and other actions required to authorize it to enter into and perform this Agreement have been
. properly taken; and (iv) this Agreement has been properly executed and delivered by Pioneer and
is valid and binding upon Pioneer in accordance with its terms.
(b)

The City. The City represents and warrants that: (i) it is a municipal

corporation of the State ofIdaho; (ii) it has the capacity to enter into and perform its obligations
under this Agreement; (iii) all actions required to authorize the City to enter into and perform this
Agreement have been properly taken; (iv) this Agreement has been properly executed and
delivered by the City and is valid and binding upon the City in accordance with its terms; and
(v) it has obtained all pem1its, licenses, and acknowledgments required to conduct the activities
to be performed under the terms of the Agreement.

LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR SKYWAY DEVELOPMENT - 8
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(c)

Freehold Development. Freehold Development represents and warrants

that: (i) it is a limited liability company duly organized and in good standing in the State of
Idaho; (ii) it has the capacity to enter into and perform its obligations under this Agreement;
(iii) all actions required to authorize Freehold Development to enter into and perform this
Agreement have been properly taken; (iv) this Agreement has been properly executed and
delivered by Freehold Development and is valid and binding upon Freehold Development in
accordance with its terms; and (v) it has obtained all permits, licenses, and acknowledgments
required to conduct the activities to be perfom1ed under the terms of the Agreement.
17.

City's Authorization of Signature. The City hereby warrants that the

person signing this Agreement has been authorized to do so by the City.
18.

Freehold Development's Authorization of Signature. Freehold

Development hereby warrants that the person signing this Agreement has been authorized to do
so by the Freehold Development.
19.

Notices. All notices, demands, requests, and other communications under

this Agreement shall be in writing and shall be deemed properly served or delivered if delivered
by hand to the party to whose attention it is directed or, when sent by mail, three (3) days after
deposit in the United States mail, postage prepaid, addressed as follows:
PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT

P.O. Box 426
Caldwell, Idaho 83606
CITY OF CALDWELL

621 Cleveland Blvd.
Caldwell, Idaho 86305
FREEHOLD DEVELOPMENT, LLC

357 E. Amity
Meridian, Idaho 83642

LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR SKYWAY DEVELOPMENT - 9
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Each party may change its address for delivery by written notice in the manner
provided herein.
20.

Recording. This Agreement shall be recorded upon execution in the office

of the county recorder for each county in which any portion of the land covered by the
Agreement is located.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have hereunto caused their names to be
subscribed to this Agreement of the date first set forth above.

Attest:

(written name) L d,\)J " \\ =j f\ ..
Its 'D t\)O b Y ~ it y...J \..

PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT

By~~~~~~~~~==~
Donald F. Sayre, Presi nt
of its Board of Directors

Attest:

~~
Naida Kelleher, Sec

ary

LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR SKYWAY DEVELOPMENT - 10
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STA TE OF IDAHO
(\
County of L..-D.xtlj ~

)
) ss.

)

On this ~ day of ~
, 2005, before me, the undersigned
Notary Public in and for said state, peI8(;anyappeared furrl:.t L. t-Jaxtc..olas, known or
K Ct.y o-y"
of CITY OF CALDWELL, an Idaho municipal
identified to me to be the
corporation, the person who executed the instrument on behalf of CITY OF CALDWELL, and
acknowledged to me that CITY OF CALDWELL, executed the same.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official
seal the day and year in this certifi~emA,,~ove written.

(
l

~,.. -'d:UN"'b

~~ ~.p

,

#,#

l~-.h'~

~'

~

~Q...., ••••••:: iI\ """"'===-+""""'~'----Ir---"'=-''-''''''-'-'--=:'':;=''------

~t ~1A~R),
..

~\-.'

~ .....

\ NTARYPUBLIC FOR IDAHO

iResiding at lJ~a./
... "'U,&\/,/, ,fJMY Commission Expires

1/2

.

Jojt.;;o C)

.t~"""
~"t'A~
~"~ 1'8' Of ~,~",-

..",.........,.

~

STATE OF IDAHO

)
) ss.
)
.
County of Canyon
On this
day of ~ Q
,2005, before me, the undersigned
Notary Public in and for said state, per;;any appeared, h.Y)'\t,.s llim)..W ,known or
identified to me to be the Y"r'\o.xyJ. b.wx:
of FREEHOLD DEVELOPMENT, LLC, the
person who executed the instrument on behalf of the FREEHOLD DEVELOPMENT, LLC, and
acknowledged to me that FREEHOLD DEVELOPMENT, LLC executed the same.

i2L-

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official
seal the day and year in this certificate first above written.
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STATE OF IDAHO

)
) ss.
)

County of Canyon

On this ~ day of ~
, 2005, before me, the undersigned
Notary Public in and for said state, personally appeared DONALD F. SAYRE, known or identified
to me to be the President of the Board of Directors of PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT, the
person who executed the instrument on behalf of the PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT, and
acknowledged to me that PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT executed the same.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official
seal the day and year in this certificate first above written.

Residing at f;::w:.~::::::::=~-r=:~"'"-..----t~-
My Commission Expires ---'?'-T-''-''''''"-f-L-'~Joo<..-

)
) ss.
)

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Canyon

,

On this 1c2...f1z day of ~L/
2005, before me, the undersigned
Notary Public in and for said state, personally appeared NAIDA KELLEHER known or identified
to me to be the Secretary of PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT, the person who executed the
instrument on behalf of the PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT, and acknowledged to me that
PIONEER IRRIGATION DISTRICT executed the same.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official
seal the day and year in this certificate first above written.

"".....".,

~,,"~~ C. /I~"###.

......'IIi.("\~ . . . . . . . . .

$

i

y"

~~

.../t;< '=:.

(~OT<1~

.. ~ \

...~ ,.. ~:::
=*
':
\.p •
llaLlC

Residing at ~"""'-"'=-=""""''''---f-''''''''=---,---
My Commission Expires --'-f-L>.¥~~'-'-
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-:....,..••••••••
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~.., »~
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EXHIBIT A
Vicinity Map

EXHIBIT A
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Sec. 25
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EXHIBIT B
Plans and Specifications

Refer to the following plans prepared by J-U-B Engineers, Inc., for the Skyway Business Park,
Project No. 40230:
Title Sheet, Sheet 1 of 10, dated 8117/2004
Site Plan, Sheet 2 of 10, dated 12117/2004
Intake Structure Details, Sheet 10 of 10, dated 12/17/204
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EXHIBITH
TO AFFIDAVIT OF DYLAN B. LAWRENCE

2179

-ORTON ENGINEERING
CONSULTING ENGINEERS, SURVEYORS AND PLANNERS
CORNERSTONE BUILDING
524 CLEVELAND BOULEVARD, SUITE 227
CALDWELL, IDAHO' 83605-4080
208-795-5058 • FAX 208-795-5061

caldwell@loengrco.com
.'

October 15, 2007
t,...

RE:

o#

OCT

Greg Martinez
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Boise Regulatory Office
304 N. 81h, Room 140
Boise,ID 83702·5820

"

'l'

2007

Linden Street Sewer Line Extension

SUB: 404 Permit application
Dear Greg,
Please find the enclosed the application package for the 404 permit for the project mentioned
above. The application packet contains the following information:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Joint Application for Permits
Adjacent Property Owners Sheet
Summary of Work
Site Pictures
Construction Plans for irrigation ditches/drain Crossings

.. Th~y~~fo~ y~~rassist~c~ ~nd ifyo~h~~~~ y q~esti()~s'()~ c()~cems, please feel free to
contact me at 795·5058~
Sincerely,
TOOTHMAN·ORTON ENGINEERING COMPANY

~(f?~~
Eric Shannon, PE
Project Manager

Cc:

(without enclosures)
Gordon Law, City of CaJdwell Engineering Department

404 Application Subl11ittaLdoc

BOISE' COEUR d'ALENE· CALDWELL
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INT APPLlCA TlON FOR
U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEER

DO NOT START WORK UNTIL YOU
RECEIVE PERMITS FROM BOTH
THE
CORPS AND THE STATE

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF LANDS

This application may be used to apply for both a Department of the Army permit from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) and for State of Idaho permits.
Department of the Army permits are required by Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899 for any structures or work in or affecting navigable waters of the
United States and by Section 404 of the Clean Water Act for discharges of dredged or fill material into waters of the United States, including their adjacent
wetlands. State permits are required under the State of Idaho, Stream Channel Protection Act (Title 42, Chapter 38, Idaho Code) and the Idaho Lake Protection
Act, Section 58·142 et. seq., Idaho Code. Route Uses: Information provided on tlhls form will be used In evaluating the application. Disclosure of
requested information is voluntary. If Information is not provided, however. the permit application cannot be processed nor can permits be issued.
Applicants should send this comp/eted application, along with one set of good reproducible drawings showing the location and character of the proposed project, .!Q
both the Corps of Engineers and the State of Idaho. NOTE: DRAWINGS NO LARGER THAN 8·1/2 X 11 INCHES IN SIZE. The Applicant Information pamphlet
proviaes instructions and a checklist for completing the drawings.
.

Fee Rec'd By:
Gordon law, City of Caldwell City Engineer

Receipt #
PLEASE TYPE OR PRINT
4. a. Authorized Agent

b. Mailing Address ..::6.::.2.;..1.:;:C.:.;:le:..;cv.;:.e:.;:lac..:n.::.d..:;S""lv;..:d=--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Caldwell, ID 83605
c. Work Phone
d.FaxNumber

) _ _ _ __

Home (

~(2:..::0.:::8~)4.:.;:5~5..::-3~0~1~2______________________

5. Location where proposed activity exists or will occur.

d.

Eric Shannon, PE
Toothman-Orton Engineering Co.
524 Cleveland Blvd, Suite 227

FaxNumber.::.2~08=--.:..7;:.;95=--.::.50::.:6~1~____________________________

5. e. Tax Assessor's Description

Solomon Drain, Canyon Hill Lateral and Horton Lateral

Distance/Direction from nearest city/town

Tributary of Soise River
b. Distance/Direc.:cti:'::0':::n:'::fr':'0;:'m:':n:':'e-a-re-s7t-cit::-y-o-r-:t-ow-n-~C;:;:o-u-n-:-ty-/;;::S::-ta-:-te--Caldwell, Idaho
c. Zip Code

Receipt #

e. Email Addresseshannon@toengrco.com

e. Email Addressglaw@ci.caldwell.id.us

a. Waterway

b. Mailing Address

Fee Rec'd By:

Caldwell, 10 83605-4080
Area
Area
c. Work Phone (208 ) .:..79::.:5=--.::.50;:.;5:;.::8,--~__ Home (

Area

Area
(208) 455·3006

Department of Lands #
Date Received

Date Received

Date Received

3. a. Applicant

I2b.

~a. Department of Water Resources #

1. Corps of Engineers #

County

f. 1/4

2530 & 31
Section

1/4

T4N
Township

R2W& R3W
Range

g. UTM Coordinate Grid

Local jurisdiction (city or county)

Northing

Zone

Easting.

d. Directions to the site Located alOng Linden Street and between Middleton Road and 1-84, Caldwell, Idaho.
6. a; Describe Project (Work below·the·ordinary high watermark or in wetlands).

b. Construction ·methods and equipment

.. uPleaserefer-totheattached Summary·ofWork sheet. u

Please refer to the attached Summary of Work sheet.

c. Length of project along the stream or extension into lake or reservoir:

...:A..:lp:.cp:.:.ro::.:x.:.:;im=.at:::e"-l.IY:...;6:.;0:..;ft::...l.:(f=..0:..;re::.;a::.:c::;h:...:c::;r.::;os::;:s;.::in.:.gu.)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

d. Siie and flow capacity of proposed bridge or culvert and area of drainage served (sq. miles): (Idaho Department of Water Resources requirement.)
N/A
COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING FOR DISCHARGES OF DREDGED OR FILL MATERIAL

7. a. Volume dredged or fill material to be placed waterward of the ordinary high water mark (BOTH TEMPORARY AND PERMANENT)?
b. Will fill be placed in wetlands?

~ If yes,

area:

.: .O_ _ _ _ _ (acres) Type of fill material:

c. Will dredging be required waterward of the ordinary high water mark or in wetlands?

~Ifyes,

..:.3..:;.00.::,-,.._--:--:-_
(cubic yards)

Native loam/sand/gravel
(Le. sand, rock, clay, concrete, etc.)
volume

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (cubic yards)

d. Type of dredged material ;..N;.:..:/A-'-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
e. Disposal site for dredged material:

.:..N-"'/A-'-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Method of dredging:

f. Method to control turbidity and sedimentation:
g. Is project located in a mapped f1oodway?

:..;N;:./A-'--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-'--_ _ _ __
~If

yes, complete the Engineering "No-Rise" certification form.

NPW Form 304
Apr 04 (REV)

IDWR Form 3804-B
Apr 04 (REV)
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b. Reason for project City sewer line to
9.-Proposed Starting Date

Private

Public

8, a. Purpose and intended use:

Other

mUltiple subdivisions to main sewer trunk.

December 3,2007

Estimated Duration

60 working days

;..N'"'/A..:-._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

10. List portions of the project that are complete with month and year of completion
Label this work on your drawings.

11. Names, addresses, and telephone numbers of all adjoining property owners, lessees, etc.
Please see attached sheet

heck here if the alteration is located on endowment lands administered by the Idaho Department of Lands

12. LEGAL OWNER IF OTHER THAN APPLICANT.

a.

Name

Phone Work

b. Mailing Address

Home

c. City, State, Zip Code
13. List applications, approvals, or certifications from other Federal, state, or local agencies for work described in this application.

Pioneer Irrigation District

Crossing Permit

Date of Application
Unknown (Done 8y the
City of Caldwell)

Bureau of Reclamation

Crossing Permit

October 15, 2007

Issuing Agency

Type of Approval

Identification No.

14. Has any agency denied approval for the proposed activity? Yes

No

X

Date of Approval

(Pending)

April 7, 2004

(If "Yes' explain)

15. Other comments/information:
8.a (continued)

l6.Application is hereby made for a permit or permits to authorize the activities described herein. I certify that I am familiar with the information contained in this
application, and that to the best of my knowledge and belief, such information is true, complete, and accurate. I further certify that I possess the authority to
undertake the proposed activities. I hereby grant to the agencies to which this application is made, the right to come upon the above-described location to
inspect the proposed and completed work.

2i~I!J.c~~

Gordon Law, PE
Printed Name

Signature of Applicant (0 IGINA SIGNATURE REQUIRED)

Date

.

17.If you wish to designate an authorized agent, complete item 4, item 16 and the following information.
to act as my agent In matters related to this permit application. I understand that if a

I hereby designate =E;..:ri.:;,.c.,;;:S.:.;h.:::a.:.;.n;.,;.no::..;n.:.t,..;..P...:E=--_ _ _ _ _ __
Federal permit is issued, I must sign the permit.

g;i,Jdl~:i.~

Date

I

. .£. . . . ~'-<-~ " -=-1/hL.I-l12- -1-'o. .=.~ L.<" : :. . - I() jrr/o 7

I

Original Signature of Applicant

Date

1 8 U.S.C. Section 1001 provides that: Whoever, in any manner within the jurisdiction of any department or agency of the United States knowingly falsifies,
conceals, or covers up by any trick, scheme, or device a material fact or makes any false, fictitioUS, or fraudulent statements or representations or makes or
uses any false writing or document knowing same to contain any false, fictitious, or fraudulent statement or entry, shall be fined not more than $10,000 or
imprisoned not more than 5 years or both.

DO NOT SEND CORPS PROCESSING FEE WITH APPLICATION
SEND IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES OR IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF LANDS FILING FEE WITH APPLICATION
NPW Form 304
Apr 04 (REV)

IDWR Form 3804-8
Apr 04 (REV)
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ADJACENT PROPERTY OWNERS
Owner
ARROWAY FARMS INC
BAILEY KENNETH
BINGHAM CALBERT E LIFE ESTATE
CITY OF CALDWELL
DILLON DALLAS
FULTON DAVID L
GILBERT BILL
HICKMAN RANDALL L
LEMRICK PROPERTIES LLC
MAGGARD WIlliAM
PlHEASANT RUN VI LLC
PilOTE GUY R
RALPHSJAYC
SWAINTYRET
TRI CEDARS MANAGEMENT LLC
WERLINGER LUDWIG P

MaiiStreet
8434 HWY 20/26
1724 LOCUST ST
50 E NORTH TEMPLE ST
PO BOX 987
4909 E LINDEN ST
5115 E LINDEN ST
11476 LINDEN RD
5221 E LINDEN ST
PO BOX 987
5109 E LINDEN ST
11744 LINDEN RD
11530 LINDEN RD
19084 KCID RD
11744 LINDEN RD
PO BOX 4817
5001 E LINDEN ST

MailCity
MailState MailZip
SiteStreet
SiteCity SiteState SiteZip
10
83687 11637 LINDEN RO Caldwell
10
NAMPA
83606
CALDWELL·
ID
83605 o LINDEN ST
Caldwell
10
83605
ID
SALT LAKE CITY
UT
84150 11838 UNDENRD Caldwell
83606
C.ALDWELl
10
83606 o E LINDEN ST
Caldwell
10
83606
83605 4909 E LINDEN ST Caldwell
10
10
CALDWELL
83605
ID
CALDWELL
83605 5115 E LINDEN ST Caldwell
10
83605
CALDWELL
83605 11476 LINDEN RD Caldwell
10
ID
83605
10
83605 5221 E LINDEN ST Caldwell
10
CALDWELL
83605
CALDWELL
10
83606 o E LINDEN ST
Caldwell
ID
83606
ID
CALDWELL
83605 5109 E LINDEN ST Caldwell
ID
83605
CALDWELL
83605 o LINDEN RD
ID
ID
Caldwell
83605
CALDWELL
ID
83605 11530 LINDEN RD Caldwell
ID
83605
CALDWELL
ID
83605 19084 KCID RD
Caldwell
ID
83605
ID
CALDWELL
83605 11744 LINDEN RD Caldwell
ID
83605
BOISE
10
83711 4814 E LINDEN ST Caldwell
ID
83606
CALDWELL
ID
83605 5001 E LINDEN ST Caldwell
ID
83605

PID005573
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Summary of Work
Proposed Modifications
Toothman-Orton Engineering Co. has been hired by the City of Caldwell to design a sewer line
extension along Linden Street connecting Pheasant Run Phase 6 subdivision to the existing
manhole on South Smeed Parkway. Linden Street is a collector road running east to west. The
proposed project will run 3900 LF of21-inch SDR-35 sewer pipe.
The proposed sewer line along the existing Linden Street will cross three canal/irrigation ditches:
the Canyon Hill Lateral, the Horton Lateral, and the Solomon Drain. Both the Canyon Hill
Lateral and the Horton Lateral are owned and maintained by Pioneer Irrigation District. The
Solomon Drain is owned and maintained by the Bureau of Reclamation (BOR).

1. Road Crossing of Canyon Hill Lateral
The proposed 21-in SDR-35 sewer line will cross Canyon Hill Lateral 400 LF North of
Linden Street. A proposed road to county standards is schedule to be built across Canyon Hill
Lateral in the future by a different development after the sewer line construction is done, The
use of a steel sleeve is not required due to the depth of the sewer line relative to the bottom of
the lateral (13.5 LF). The contractor will need to open cut the lateral to place the sewer line
with a tracked hoe. The fill will be placed by the hoe and a dozer. A note will be added to the
plans that any mechanical equipment will operate from the top of bank and from the top of
fill and that no equipment will be allowed in the stream channel.

2. Road Crossing of Horton Lateral
The proposed 21-in SDR-35 sewer line will cross Horton Lateral along Linden Street. The
use
steeIsleeveis riot requii6ddue tothedepthof the~ewer lirie teliltivettnhe boftbitfOf
the lateral (14 LF). The contractor will need to open cut the existing road and will need to
remove and replace the existing 36" CMP. The new 36" CMP pipe will be placed by tracked
hoe. The fill will be placed by the hoe and a dozer. A note will be added to the plans thatany
mechanical equipment will operate from the top of bank and from the top of fill and that no
equipment will be allowed in the stream channel. The disturbance to Canyon Hill Lateral is
expected to be minimal.

()ra.

H

3. Road Crossing of Solomon Drain
The proposed 21-in SDR-35 sewer line will cross the Solomon Drain along Linden Street and
connect to the existing sewer line. The use of a steel sleeve for the sewer line will be required
due to the sewer line being only 3-feet from the bottom of the Solonion Drain. The contractor
will need to open cut the existing road and will need to remove and replace the existing 36"
RCP. The new 36" RCP pipe will be placed by tracked hoe. The fill will be placed by the hoe
and a dozer. A note will be added to the plans that any mechanical equipment will operate
from the top of bank and from the top of fill and that no equipment will be allowed in the
stream channel. The disturbance to the Solomon Drain is expected to be minimal.
A joint Application/or Permit for these modifications is attached.
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Picture 1
Vicinity Map
1. iCanyon Hill Lateral
Horton Later~1
3. Solomon Drain

.2.
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